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Letter from the Publisher
The New Year has started with head-long charge into 2010 with mountains of work to catch up on after the long
holidays. Soon forgotten were the holidays as we struggled to handle work plus what previously was known as
Siberian winter conditions. Then we remembered that we are in Russia, where ultra-cold winters were the norm
up to not so long ago, and thick winter coats are worn not for the sake of fashion but to prevent getting frostbite.
Perhaps this is why President Medvedev made a wise move on concentrating on energy reduction rather than
climate change at the sadly unproductive Climate Conference in Copenhagen in December. It would come as a bit
of a shock, particularly for those of us who come from the comparatively comfortable, in climatic terms, northern
hemisphere, if climate change turned out to be a vast global cooling where the coolest players will be Eskimos.
Disgruntled eco-warriors may be pleased to read about a cross-cultural experiment taking place on about
130 hectares of land three hours away from Moscow in Tulskaya Oblast, called ‘Ethno-World’. Here in xenophobic Russia an attempt to create a non-plastic-Disney-Chinese theme park dedicated to world cultures,
with real people actually living in it representing each culture, is being made. We hope that war doesn’t
break out before the project is complete. Elena Rubinova tells the story.
The cover of this issue is the result of a long battle, and the choice between two different approaches. One
was to put a suitably masculine Soviet image illustrate Men’s Day, and the other was the cover you see, an
illustration from the exhibition of English posters now on at the Pushkin Gallery. I asked some expats who all
had clear, but different opinions. On the one hand was a desire to serve as a Passport to explain Russian to
foreigners and on the other was the knowledge that the whole Men’s Day thing has been done so many times
that overkill would be an understatement. In the end we tossed a coin and the smoking man won.
The staff at Passport magazine hope that all our readers will have time for a very happy St. Valentine’s Day, a
holiday that has been celebrated since the Middle Ages, so why not this year? Let hearts sing with delight as secret
presents and cards are passed around Moscow. We also wish all the best for those wanting to celebrate Men’s Day
on the 23rd; the last chance for men to celebrate their manhood before the world stops on March 8th.

John Ortega
Owner and Publisher

Happy Chinese New Year! Grrr!

Swisshôtel Hotels & Resorts Mark 30th Anniversary
Zurich, January 2010 – Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts have every reason to celebrate the New Year: this is the year the
Swiss hotel chain turns 30. The venture which started in 1980 with just a few hotels has now blossomed into a distinguished, internationally-renowned hotel chain with deluxe hotels in 17 countries across five continents.
The company’s eventful history began with its founding, all those years ago, by Swissair and Nestlé. The company
assembled its initial portfolio of hotels by acquiring Hotel Le Président in Geneva and signing management contracts
for Hotel Drake in New York, Bellevue Palace in Berne and Hotel International in Zurich. Since then, the chain has
been though various transformations, and now is part of the hotel chain Fairmont Raffles Hotels International (FRHI)
with its head office in Toronto, Canada. The group now comprises nearly 100 hotels in over 25 countries, operating
under three strong brand names: Fairmont, Raffles and Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts.
Under the new umbrella brand, the corporate office of Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts moved back to Zurich, and since
2003 the German born Meinhard Huck has been President of the company. After a rich and varied 30-year history, Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts continue
to meet the exacting demands of business travellers and holiday-makers alike. The deluxe hotels are known for their modern design combined with
characteristically Swiss touches and exceptional levels of Swiss hospitality. The name Swissôtel stands for competent, personal service with a smile.
The hotels are located in major destinations and metropolises all over the world, and most are situated in the city centre, only a stone’s throw from the
shopping and business districts and the local attractions. Many of Swissôtel’s establishments have won international awards.

St.Valentine’s Day at the Hotel Baltschug Kempinski Moscow
St. Valentine’s Day is another excellent chance to demonstrate your feelings to your loved ones. If you are
looking for the most perfect St. Valentine’s present, to spend this evening of romantic surprises at the Hotel
Baltschug Kempinski Moscow is a great gift. Nico Giovanoli, Executive Chef of the Hotel Baltschug Kempinski
Moscow, has prepared a special St.Valentine’s day brunch menu. The St.Valentine’s package includes: brunch
in the Restaurant Baltschug, luxurious accommodation in a deluxe room, romantic gift from the hotel. Price of
the package - from 15000 Roubles.
Everything - from impressive service to live music and breathtaking view – will tune in to your romantic mood
and let you enjoy a special evening. Hotel Baltschug Kempinski Moscow Ul. Balchug 1 Moscow 115035, Russia
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What’s On in February
Monday, 1st
Viva, Tango! (concert)

Symphony Orchestra of Moscow
‘Russian Philharmonic’ conducted by
Sergey Tatrin, Yuri Medyanik (button
accordion, violin) and Argentina tango
dance duo Celia Millan (Argentina) and
Michael Ihnow (Germany) in a concert
‘Viva Tango!’: Celia Millan and Michael
Ihnow performed tango at the Staatsoper and President Palace in Berlin as
well as in venues in Prague and Buenos
Aires. They are professional ballet dancers. Celia Milan danced the leading
parts in ‘Romeo and Juliet’, ‘Carmen’,
‘Cinderella’, ‘Nutcracker’. In 1997 she
won the golden medal of the International Competition in Buenos Ares.
MMDM, Svetlanov Hall, 19:00

Wednesday, 3rd
Daniel Zaretsky
(Organ, St. Petersburg)

‘Popular Organ’ series. Daniel Zaretsky (organ, St-Petersburg) performs
J.S.Bach, Widor, Vierne, Boellmann.
Roman Catholic Cathedral of Immaculate
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
19:30

Thursday, 4th
Triumph of Jazz
International Festival
Opening of the festival

Part I - Carmen Lundy (USA)
Part II - Lionel Loueke Trio (USA)
‘Triumph of Jazz’ International Festival
is one of Moscow winter trademarks.
It is an annual must-visit musical event
for all jazz aficionados. Top-ranking
saxophonist Igor Butman’s efforts
made the previous festivals shine with
such big names as Dee Dee Bridgewater, Gary Burton, Larry Corryell, Toots
Thielemans, ‘Take 6’, Joe Lovano, Billy
Cobham, Gino Vannelli, Joey DeFrancesco to name a few. This 10th festival, hosted by Igor Butman Club and
Moscow International Performing Arts
Center, is headlined by McCoy Tyner
Trio (USA), Carmen Lundy (USA), and
Lionel Loueke Trio (USA).
Igor Butman Club, 20:30

Peter Bjorn and John
(Swedish new wave)

Peter Bjorn and John was formed in
1999 in Stockholm, Sweden, comprising Peter Moren on vocals, guitar, and
harmonica, Bjorn Yttling on vocals,
bass, and keyboards and John Eriksson on drums, percussion, and vocals.
Although influenced by the sounds of
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classic 1960s baroque pop, power pop,
and new wave, the band shunned the
‘revivalist’ tag and, instead, created
some of the most exciting and original
indie rock of the mid-2000s.
B2 Club, 22:00

Depeche
Mode (UK)

Originally a product of Britain’s new
romantic movement, Depeche Mode
went on to become the quintessential
electro-pop band of the 1980s. One
of the first acts to establish a musical
identity based completely around the
use of synthesizers, they began their
existence as a bouncy dance-pop outfit
but gradually developed a darker, more
dramatic sound that ultimately positioned them as one of the most successful alternative bands of their era.
Olimpiisky Sport Complex, 19:00

CERBA 9th
Charity Auction

Canada - Russia Business Association
is organizing an auction together with
the Vladislav Tretyak Foundation.
This auction has been held since 2002,
and has been an outstanding event:
their first event in 2002 garnered over
USD 5,000 to benefit the Ronald McDonald House charity in Moscow. Many
highly visible political and business
figures, including State Duma Deputy
and celebrated goalkeeper Vladislav
Tretyak and the Canadian Ambassador
to Russia will be present. There will be
a lively musical performance will make
the Auction remarkable.
Yar Restaurant, 32/2 Leningravsky prospect, ‘Sovetsky’ hotel, 19:00.

Friday, 5th & 6th
Triumph of Jazz
International Festival

Mike Stern Band featuring Tom Kennedy (bass) and Dave Weckl (drums,
USA)
Igor Butman Club, 20:30

Saturday, 6th
Event Festival presents:
Skazi, Sun Project

The festival is devoted to trance-music
bands. The headliners are famous and
much expected in Russia. Skazi (Asher
Swissa & Assaf B-Bass) began their
trend-setting style of Soft Psy-Trance
Electro Punk in 1998. They combine
live guitar riffs and techno hard-core
sounds. SUN Project is a rocky-psychedelic trance band and they also need
no introduction. A ballot is going to be
hold during the festival, so clubbers will
be able to choose their best DJs and
vote for them .
B1 Maximum, 21:00

International Women’s Club
presents:
Saturday Morning Coffee
Le Pain Quotidien, 10:00

Sunday, 7th
Triumph of Jazz
International Festival

Anatoly Kroll Jazz Orchestra ‘Academic
Band’, McCoy Tyner Trio (USA) featuring
Gary Bartz (saxophone, USA). Oleg Butman Trio featuring Chanda Rule (vocal),
Ivan Farmakovsky Quintet.
MMDM, Svetlanov Hall, 19:00

Tuesday, 9th
International Women’s Club
presents:
Morning Coffee
Le Pain Quotidien, 10:00

Wednesday, 10th
Chris Rea

A singer-songwriter from Middlesborough, England, recognizable for his
distinctive, husky voice. He has sold
over 30 million albums worldwide.
State Kremlin palace, 19:00

What’s On in February
Friday, 12th
Masterpieces of
Scandinavian Music
(classic concert)

The National Philharmonic Orchestra
of Russia conducted by Bjarte Engeset
(Norway) performs Jean Sibelius’s
Symphony No. 2, Edvard Grieg’s Piano
concerto and Geirr Tveitt’s Suite No.
4. The soloist is Edna Stern (piano,
France). Norwegian conductor, Bjarte
Engeset, is considered one of the
best-ever graduates of the Sibelius
Academy in Helsinki. Once a winner of
the Conductor Competition in Norway,
today he leads DalaSinfonietta orchestra (Sweden) and cooperates with many
world-known outfits.
MMDM, Svetlanov Hall, 19:00

Sunday, 14th
Kim Wilde (pop, UK)

30 years ago her first hit, Kids in America, appeared. Then followed You Keep
Me Hangin’ On, Cambodia and others.
She comes back to the scene to show
her voice is still strong and sexy.

Saturday, 27th
Bumboks
(pop, Ukrainian)

This funky-groove band originates
from Kiev. Their mystical but melodic sound attracts young people all
around Russia.

Milk club, 20:00

B1 Maximum, 21:00

Friday, 26th
BON’HOMME SAPIENS

Sunday, 28th
Rammstein
(alternative rock)

‘How Science Fiction
Reflects American Culture’
(lecture)

The title of a lecture and slide show to
be given by Lisa Gregory, Deputy Cultural Attache US Embassy Moscow.
English Language Evenings, Strastnoi
Bulvar 6, at 19:00. (Thru tunnel, first door
on left). Metro: Chekhovskaya. 50 rubles.

Saturday, 13th
Moscow Dragons
Valentines Charity Ball

The Moscow Dragons are the most
international rugby club in the city,
and possibly this side of Saracens. They
are committed to being responsible
community members, and the annual
Valentine’s Ball is not only one of the
season’s great bashes, it also raises lots
of valuable money for local charity
‘Maria’s Children’.

The All-Russia Day of the Defenders of the Fatherland will pass in
BON in memories of historical roots
accompanied by vodka and black
caviar. There will be a magnificent
concert featuring Oxana Merveille
and guitarist Irina Ignatyuk, who will
create scenes designed to shock your
imagination.
20-00, Yakimanskaya nab., 4,
+7 (495) 737 8008/09

A legendary German band that has
gained outstanding popularity across
Russia and is always welcomed here. It
was confirmed in 2007 that the band
had re-united from their vacation and
had begun working on their sixth studio
album, Liebe ist für alle da, which was
released on the 16th of October 2009.
Olimpiisky Sportcomplex, 20:00

Contact the Dragons on
www.moscowdragonsrfc.com or wander
into Silver’s, Katie O’Shea’s, Papa’s or
(the sports bar one up Tverskaya on the
right) . The ball will be held at the Marriot
Grand Hotel Tverskaya from 7:00pm for a
Champagne reception
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What’s On in February

The 23rd of February,
officially called the
Defenders of the
Fatherland Day and
unofficially Men’s Day, is
one of the most special
and controversial
holidays in Russia. For
many years during the
Soviet Union it was a
holiday with political and
military meaning. In the
early nineties it finally
became just a public
holiday, although it still
has military overtones.
Let’s examine how this
Soviet military holiday
turned into Men’s Day
and what it means for
Russians.

text by Elena Krivovyaz
There is a two-week gap between the 8th of March, Women’s Day, and the 23rd of February. Women’s Day is the older
of the two holidays. Many of us have heard about the brave
female socialist Klara Zetkin, who founded International
Women’s Day in 1910 in Copenhagen. Thus, for many years
there was a Women’s Day (it had a strong political sense, as
well), but no Men’s Day. The story of the 23rd of February began in 1918, and it was stated later in Soviet archives, this day
should “commemorate the victory of the Red Army over the
Germans in the fight near Pskov”. But surprisingly, if we look
up Soviet newspapers dated 23rd and 24th of February 1918,
there is no coverage of any such a victory. Strange. Anyway,
the holiday was named as the birthday of the Red Army in
1918, and then renamed in 1922 Red Army Day (Den’ Krasnoi
Armii). In 1949 it was renamed into Soviet Army and Navy Day
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(Den’ Sovetskoi Armii i Voenno-Morskogo Flota). The military
and political meaning was explicit.
There was a tradition of greeting military men with this
holiday by giving them presents and postcards. Postcards
were cheap and readily available, and you could show some
individuality by choosing this or that design. The 23rd of
February postcards represented young and valiant soldiers, sailors and tankmen, who seem to be very proud of
their war exploits. The cards usually bore the slogan: “Glory
to the Soviet Army!” Special Soviet eau-de-cologne such as
such as Shipr or Troinoi Odekolon (Triple eau-de-Cologne)
was also available, sometimes, in the fifties and later on, to
give as presents.
Brave members of the Soviet Army adorned the labels of
the eau-de-cologne bottles. Men sometimes consumed their
perfume in a very direct way: by mouth, as eau-de-cologne
usually contained 70% alcohol, not exactly a replacement for

What’s On in February
vodka, but drinkable when desperate for a
drink despite the heavy after-effects.
From the 1960s onwards, the tradition of
greeting all men, whether or not they were
serving in the armed forces, began. After all,
many men complained that Soviet women
had their official holiday but the men didn’t
have theirs, a complaint that is also heard today. This injustice was sort of fixed and gradually this military holiday turned into a civic
one. Soviet citizens celebrated it at school
and at work. Certainly, the veterans of the Great Patriotic War
and (later in the 1970s and 1980s) participants of Afghanistan
War were honoured. As a rule, parades and demonstrations
were held on that day.
These demonstrations were not as pompous and massive
as those on the 1st and 9th of May, but the majority of citizens had to make their lives fit in with these events. A special military parade was held in Red Square and it was always
broadcast on TV. Factory workers and the so-called ‘working
class’ were encouraged to take part. The bosses of those who
refused to participate sometimes got into trouble. Be that as
it may, many former soviet citizens fondly remember this holiday and liked the way it was celebrated. All schoolboys hung
a red ribbon on their breast pocket and wore it the whole day.
Later, in the 1990s, this tradition was transferred to the 9th
of May (Victory Day) celebrations, when yellow-black striped
ribbons seemed to be almost everywhere and on everybody,
a tradition alive today.
For many years, including the last few decades of the Soviet
Union, Soviet Army Day had not been a day-off. In 2002 the
Russian President signed a decree making it just that. So the
number of days off in the Russian calendar was increased by
yet another day.
In 1993, two years after the fall of the Soviet Union, this
holiday changed its name once more. Currently it is called
Defenders of the Fatherland Day. Though it seems to be a re-

minder of the Soviet past, this holiday is still celebrated with
parades and processions in honour of war veterans. Schoolgirls traditionally give their boyfriends small presents (toys,
books, etc) something that their older counterparts do at the
work-place. Though eau-de-cologne is almost forgotten, that
present has been replaced by shaving appliances and shaving foam. Some people still argue whether they should congratulate civilians on this holiday, or reserve their kind words
to military men.
This holiday was celebrated throughout the former Soviet
Union, but now it’s up to each CIS government to decide
whether to celebrate it or not. In Tajikistan, the holiday is
known as Tajik National Army Day. Reportedly, in Chechnya
and Ingushetia this holiday is not celebrated, because February 23, 1944 is the date of mass deportations of Chechens and
Ingush to Central Asia.
So whether you congratulate your man or not is your choice:
it is reasonable to congratulate older men, but you are not
obliged to greet teenagers who simply love the holiday because it’s another day off school. Nowadays February 23rd is
commonly known as Men’s Day. You can give Russian men
shaving accessories or shaving foam. But maybe it would be
better to give them after-shave, or deodorant (but for God’s
sake, not eau-de-cologne!). It is not prohibited to give flowers
to a man on this day, especially if he is a veteran. This is in fact
the only day in the year when it is normal to give flowers to
males, although not every man will accept them with understanding. This all seems to be very complicated, but it is one
of the most significant Russian holidays. P
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Previews
Mirror, Mirror, on the Wall...
Who Is The Fairest of Them All?

Zinaida Serebryakova. Self-portrait at the Dressing Table, 1909

Texts by Alevtina Kalinina
Mirrors and reflections have frightened and fascinated people since ancient times.
For the self-loving Narcissus of Greek mythology, the reflective surface of water was actually an instrument of self-knowledge and self-actualization. The splinters of the trolls’ mirror
altered Kai’s views dramatically in the fairy-tale of the Snow
Queen. The theme of mirrors and reflections comes up time
and time again in literature, and painters with their innate
interest in colours and lighting have long been aware of the
way that mirrors can be used to change the environment. The
current exhibition at the Tretyakov Gallery makes it possible
to look at mirrors through artists’ eyes.
Presenting the works of artists from Venetsianov to Infante,
the curators of the exhibition also draw our attention to the
changing role of this simple reflecting surface depending on the
epoch, the artists’ taste and the social environment. Thus, mirrors at the beginning of the 19th century live their quiet lives as
decorations along with portraits of ancestors and chandeliers.
For painters of the second half of the 19th century, mirrors became important because they were a characteristic part of interiors. With the advent of Art Nouveau, more mysticism appeared
in compositions with mirrors. Take a look at ‘In the room’ by A.
Korin, for example. For Korovin, Kuznetsov, Gerasimov, a mirror is
a perfect tool to show more nuances with colour in the bloom of
flowers in their still-lifes. For masters like Altman and Puni, these
are mirrors that divide life into the real and unreal. Infante creates impressive artefacts on completely different surfaces with
the help of strips of mirror so that is no longer possible to guess
in which world you have found yourself.

Naum Granovsky:
photo chronicles of Moscow
They often call Naum Granovsky a photo chronicler of Moscow.
His career began in the 1920s and it is very much linked to the political development of the USSR. At the age of 16 he came to Moscow from Ukraine and was lucky to find a job at the State News
Agency — TASS. For more than fifty years he managed to capture
the history of Moscow: from the 1930s when there were still very
few cars in the streets and many two- or three-storey buildings, to
the new Stalinist city with its granite embankments, spacious avenues and of course metro stations. Then there is Moscow during
WW II: antiaircraft guns on the roofs, noiseless blimps and later Victory parades. The 1950s is the decade of neo-classical architecture
with the construction of the seven vysotkas. The whole evolution
of Moscow is methodically and minutely preserved in Granovsky’s
pictures. News stories of those different decades reveal forgotten facets of life. The exhibition at the Lumiere brothers’ gallery
provides extremely precise material for those who are interested
in the history of Moscow and the history of photography itself, as
Granovsky’s name can deservedly be found on the same list as his
European colleagues of the same epoch.

Until February 18
Lumiere Brothers’ Gallery, 10, Krymsky Val
Open: 10:00 – 19:00, except Monday
www.lumiere.ru
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Until 21st of February
State Tretyakov Gallery, 10, Krymsky Val
Open: 10:00 – 19:00, Thursday – till 22:00, except Mondays
www.tratyakov.ru

Art
MMOMA is 10, Yeah!
by Alevtina Kalinina
The Moscow Museum of Modern Art
is celebrating its 10th birthday with an
exhibition. This is an ‘open doors’ project. Yury Avvakumov, architect by profession and experienced professional
‘projector’ as he calls himself, was invited to curate the jubilee exhibition.
Yury is considered to be one of Russia’s most famous architects, and is the
author of the ‘paper architecture’ concept. This was originally started in opposition to Soviet architectural restrictions, when plans were very utopian and
hardly ever carried out in full. His paper
architecture became quite a brand and
initiated a new architectural movement. In this project he reconstructs the
premises of the main MMOMA gallery,
at 25 Petrovka street, which was an 18th
century mansion, then a clinic and then
a gymnasium.
He then ponders on the evolution of
contemporary art over the last twenty
years. He prepares the stage for contemporary artists with their love for installations with paper ‘tea-room’, ‘X-ray
photography room’, and a ‘bureau’. On
display at this exhibition are the works
of the heroes of the museum: Aidan Salakhova, Alexander Vinogradov, Vladimir
Dubosarsky, Valery Koshlyakov, Sergey
Shutov, Anna Zhelud, Oleg Kulik, Timur
Novikov, Vladislav Mamyshev-Monro
– people whose career bloomed together with the Moscow MOMA.

Profile:
MOMA is an abbreviation well-known
in all major cities of the world for ‘museums of modern art’. Moscow’s MOMA
has an extra M for Moscow, and was
founded by Zurab Tsereteli who remains President of the Russian Academy of Arts to the day. Tseretelli’s private
collection of about 2,000 items (works
of 20th century masters) became the
core of the collection with regular donations and acquisitions from auctions, for
example after Inkombank’s bankruptcy,
when the Museum bought most of the
bank’s famous collection in 1988.
Thus the museum’s major activities
are aimed at the arts of the 20th and 21st
centuries. The museum has four premises in the historic centre of Moscow. The
main building houses a permanent collection of 20th century avant-garde art
and holds temporary exhibitions. This
is the building of the former mansion,
constructed by the Moscow architect

Matvey Kazakov for the merchant Gubin
at the end of the 18th century. The second building is a beautiful five-storey
exhibition space in Yermolaevsky Lane
with the capacity to host several separate exhibitions simultaneously. There
is a third gallery in Tverskoy Boulevard
that houses a spacious gallery that, for
example, held Bart Dorsa’s exposition
last year when the walls were daubed
in black, and special lighting was used,
creating an unforgettable impression.
Last year a new cozy exhibition space
opened up in Gogolevsky Boulevard
with an Andy Warhol exhibition.
The Museum’s permanent collection
is always worth seeing as it reflects the
development of Russian and Soviet
20th-century art, from the classics of the
avant-garde to contemporary masters.
Among the exhibits one can find works
by Kazimir Malevich, Marc Chagall, Natalia Goncharova and Mikhail Larionov,
Aristarkh Lentulov, Vladimir Tatlin, Pavel
Filonov, Wassily Kandinsky, Alexander
Archipenko, Niko Pirosmani, Ilya Kabakov, Anatoly Zverev, Vladimir Yakovlev,
Vladimir Nemukhin, Vitaly Komar and
Alexander Melamid, Oscar Rabin, Dmitry Krasnopevtsev, Leonid Schwartzman, Oleg Tselkov, Boris Orlov, Dmitry
A. Prigov, Valery Koshlyakov, Vladimir
Dubossarsky and Alexander Vinogradov, Oleg Kulik, Viktor Pivovarov, Konstantin Zvezdochetov, Andrey Bartenev,
and many others.
Apart from exhibitions, the Museum
is involved in publishing and education.
They publish a magazine entitled ‘DI’ (for
Dialogue of Arts in Russian) and hold
regular master-classes and lectures for
young students interested in contemporary art. ‘Independent Workshops’ is
a school for Contemporary Art. Passport
Magazine would like to congratulate
Moscow Museum of Modern Art on
their 10th jubilee and thank them for
their recent unforgettable exhibitions:

March 2008
Anton Corbijn: Four Dimensions

March 2009

Les plaisirs de Martell
(by Jean-François Rauzier)

April 2009

Christian Dior: 60 Years of Photography

May 2009

Étude to Art Object

August 2009

God Only Knows Why My Trip Never Ended
(by Paul Steinitz)

November 2009

Deep Inside My Doll House by Bart Dorsa
February 2010
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English 19th-20th century posters at
text Alevtina Kalinina
‘The more you see, the more you
know’ – this saying by Aldous Huxley
best describes visual art as a means
of communicating information. Visual
communication gradually evolved as
humans grasped at new meanings,
from illustrations like early rock engravings to letters, then letters plus illustrations, seemingly culminating in a return
to the illustrations without letters. This

happened in the second half of the
19th century when the technique of
lithography and later chromolithography came into its own.
It is worth remarking how different the
approaches in France and Great Britain
(the two major players in this field) of print
advertising were at that time. Whereas in
England, advertisers remained faithful to
the two existing paper formats – Double
Royal and Double Crown, in France Jules

what they were in England? In England
at the same period painters scoffed at
advertising. Advertising was seen (and
still is, some would say), as showingoff, selling yourself, not deserving of a
gentleman’s time. On the other hand it
is in England that the French ‘comme
il faut’ advertisement for ladies and
gentlemen worked best.
So, despite all this confrontation with
society, new trends in arts such as Art

is particularly true of the print advertising that emerged in Great Britain and
France in the second half of the 19th
century.
Text posters in the form of placards
had been used in Europe since teh
earliest times. Shakespeare’s plays, for
example, were often advertised with
posters in the streets near the Globe
theatre. However, the great revolution

Chéret (the ‘father’ of advertisement
placards) used to horrify his printers with
6x3 metre works which they somehow
had to print.
The problem was not only in formats. The social attitude towards
painters who undertook advertising
commissions was dramatically opposite in the two countries. Would Mucha or Toulouse-Lautrec have been

Nouveau, Fauvism, Cubism were successfully tested in posters and eventually made their authors famous.
Another difference lay in the roots of
print advertisement in these two countries. Whereas French placards originated in painting, English poster illustrators relied on book illustrations. That
is the principal factor why large-scale
fonts for posters appeared in England
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the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
first. In France, the norm was to paint
letters – quite a dilettantism from the
point of view of the Englishmen. Be
this as it may, it was English illustrators
who reached such a level of recognizable images that made texts and all the
earlier vignettes almost irrelevant, thus
making the visual communication in
advertising almost wordless.
After a successful exhibition of Mucha
posters exhibition a couple of years ago,

Out of these graphics riches, the
curators of this exhibition have put
together about one hundred works
that perfectly illustrate London’s
transport, political propaganda, a
special series for Shell and British Petroleum, magazine and theatre posters by the acclaimed designers: Fred
Walker, Aubrey Beardsley, William
Nicholson and James Pryde (the latter two collaborating under the name

ing Director of the Underground Group
from 1928 and Chief Executive of the
London Passenger Transport Board).
The passengers liked the humorous
adventures so much that they even
missed their trains when they spent
too much time looking at the posters
at stations.
English artists working on print advertising eventually received recognition,
despite a prevailing snobbish attitude

the Pushkin Fine Arts Museum is now
presenting an impressive collection of
English posters. This museum actually
possesses one of the largest collections
of applied graphics in Russia, having inherited it from the Soviet State Museum
of Modern Western Art and a private
collector Paul Ettinger, who collected
more than 60,000 items from business
cards to posters.

‘the Beggarstaff Brothers’), Will Owen
and Dudley Hardy.
These authors created new pictures
in their own styles, unifying scarce typography with eye-catching images.
The London Underground serves as the
visiting card for English posters. ‘London Humour’ is a series of lithographs
by Anthony Frederick Sardge who was
commissioned by Frank Pick (Manag-

towards design. The rank of ‘royal designer’ appeared in the 1910s. Tom Purvis, whose works are also on display at
this exhibition, was the first to receive
this title. The abyss between exclusion
and acclaim, was as narrow in England
between advertising and art.
Proof of this to that is on display at
Pushkin Fine Arts Museum, until the
28th of February. P
February 2010
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Russia Pays Homage to Chekhov
text Elena Rubinova, photos courtesy
of Chekhov Theatre Festival
The year 2010 marks the 150th anniversary
of the birth of Anton Chekhov (1860-1904),
one of the greatest dramatist of the 19th
and early 20th centuries, a short-story
writer of genius, a man whose impact
upon the world's drama and theatre has
hardly been matched. In Russia, 2010 has
been designated the Year of Chekhov.
Thanks to numerous theatrical premieres,
and the latest archive findings, Chekhov
fans will have a chance to re-evaluate the
legacy of their favorite author.
Chekhov’s name is somehow able to unite a whole spectrum of performing arts genres, and his 150th anniversary has
already generated a wave of cultural developments. Chekhov
Year will be studded all year by theatrical performances, with
the upcoming IXth Chekhov International Theatre Festival occupying central stage in the celebrations. Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yalta and the city of Taganrog, the birthplace of Chekhov, will host star-studded productions, theatre and literary
conferences, exhibitions and commemoration days.
While the major events and celebrations are yet to come,
the first exhibition timed to the anniversary and entitled ‘An
Unfinished Play’ has opened its doors in Moscow at the Federal State Archives (ul. B. Piroghovskaya, 17). The exhibition
revolves around the life of the writer, portraying him as the
main character of his own play. Over 350 artifacts, are on the
display, mostly for the first time, including Chekhov’s autographs, sketches, essays, and rare photographs.
“This unique exhibition took us over a year to compile from
different archives, museums and private collections. For instance, we specially restored a hand written copy of the play
‘Uncle Vanya’. The exhibition sets as its goal to allow a broad
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public to get in touch with Chekhov’s life and personality, and
not only to follow academic and traditional images that most
people know from textbooks”, said Larisa Ivanova, curator of
the exhibition from Russian State Archive of Literature and
Arts ( RGALI), speaking to Passport.
The official Russian program of Chekhov Year kicked off
with a four-day international festival, ‘Chekhov Days’, in
Moscow, timed to the writer’s birthday on 29th January. The
festival featured productions by a number of more radical
directors, including the Russian inventor of the ‘soundrama’
genre, Vladimir Pankov, and his Swiss colleague Daniele Finzi
Pasca, the author of ‘theatre-circus’, with a performance entitled ‘Donka’. In Russian ‘donka’ is the name of a special fishing rod that Chekhov used. Fishing was one of the writer’s
favourite pastimes, and reportedly helped him to dream up
many stories. The famous Declan Donnellan’s production of
‘Three Sisters’, performed by Russian actors and designed
by Nick Ormerod, played on the stage of the Yalta Chekhov Theatre on the same few days. Within the framework
of the festival, Pashkov House in Moscow will become the
venue of an international theatre conference ‘A Word about
Chekhov’. Such renowned practitioners and scholars of the-

Previews
atre as Peter Stein, one of the greatest living interpreters
of Chekhov, Professor Donald Rayfield, Chekhov’s English
biographer, British stage director Decklan Donnellan and
their colleagues from Russia and the former Soviet Union
like Mark Zakharov, Pyotr Fomenko, Yuri Lyubimov, Robert
Sturua (Georgia), Eimuntas Nyacrosius (Lithuania) and many
others took part in the conference. They shared their views
of the man who made a formidable contribution to shaping not only modern theatre but also the consciousness of
modern man. The conference also aimed to find new ways
to perceive Chekhov’s works in our times.
Chekhov’s Days, held in Moscow this January, were a prologue to the 9th Chekhov International Theatre Festival that is
traditionally held in Moscow during the two summer months
from May 25 to July 30th. This year the program is solely dedicated to Chekhov’s plays, staged by the world’s leading directors. “This is the task that we have outlined for the anniversary year”, explained Valery Shadrin, General Manager of the
Chekhov Festival at the press-conference.
This summer, drama companies and choreographic
groups from 14 countries will offer their stage productions
of Chekhov’s plays in Moscow. Classical drama versions of
Chekhov will coexist with modern dance and ballet interpretations: the leading Swedish choreographer Mats Ek
will bring his recent version of ‘Cherry Orchard’ while Na-

cho Duato, another major innovator in contemporary ballet, is going to interpret Chekhov’s world with a distinctly
Spanish flair and passion.
Festival celebrations are not the only form of paying tribute to his genius. Preserving Chekhov’s memoirs and archives is no less important for future generations than his
literary legacy. Serious cash injections from the Russian government have helped in the past to support Yalta’s theatre,
Chekhov’s estate in Melikhovo (the playwright’s home in
Moscow region www.melihovo.ru) while a UK based charity
foundation, the UK Anton Chekhov Foundation, has recently
succeeded in organising a campaign to restore the Chekhov House Museum in Yalta, which was run down in postSoviet times. The charity is chaired by Michael Pennington,
one of Britain’s finest actors. For those who are interested
in Chekhov’s personality and life, a visit to a renovated museum housing Chekhov’s personal belongings may be quite
a rewarding pilgrimage.
Apart from premiers in Russia in 2010, Chekhov’s plays will
be performed world-wide under the auspices of the Chekhov International Theatre Festival, in a host of countries including France, Germany, Spain, The United States, Brazil
and Canada. P
February 2010
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‘Kandagar’

‘Yevropa-Aziya’

Russian

Films

2010

Preview
By Vladimir Kozlov

In late 2008 and early 2009, the global
financial downturn hit the Russian film
industry in a big way. This year is supposed to answer questions about what
the industry learned from the crisis and
how it has changed. Here is a look at the
highest-profile Russian films scheduled
to premiere in 2010.
‘Yevropa-Aziya’ (‘Europe/Asia’), scheduled to open in February, turned out to be
the last feature by Ivan Dykhovichny, who
died in late 2009. The actor-turned-director
was best known for art-house pictures, like
1994’s ‘Muzyka Dlya Dekabrya’ (‘Music For
14
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December’). In his posthumously released
film, based on the play by renowned domestic playwrights Oleg Presnyakov and
Vladimir Presnyakov, the director tells the
story about a gang of swindlers organizing
a fake wedding party on the border of Europe and Asia to extort money from passing vehicles. Several popular TV figures
star in the film, including Kseniya Sobchak,
Tatyana Lazareva and Ivan Urgant. Sergey
Shnurov, the controversial leader of the
rock band Leningrad, scored the movie
and also stars in it.
Meanwhile, the trend of adaptation of
theater pieces for the screen is also continued by the movie ‘O Chyom Govoryat Muzhchiny’ (‘What Men Talk About’),
a movie version of the comedy play performed by the Kvartet I troupe. Directed
by Dmitry Dyachenko, the movie, which
is scheduled for release in March, is basically a series of sketches inspired by
‘men’s talk.’ The movie features, among
others, singers Zhanna Friske, Andrei
Makarevich and Alexei Kortnev.
Andrei Kavun’s ‘Kandagar’, which also
opens in February, is based on true events
that took place in 1995 when a Russian
cargo plane carrying ammunition for the
government was seized by the Taliban.
After more than a year in captivity, the
pilots were able to escape in their own
plane. Several top Russian actors, including Vladimir Mashkov, Andrei Panin and
Alexander Baluyev have parts.
One of the most spoken-about projects of recent years, “Generation P”,
based on Viktor Pelevin’s 1999’s bestselling novel, is finally being released,
scheduled to open in February. Directed by Viktor Ginzburg, the movie with a
reported budget of U$6.5 million, takes
viewers back into the 1990s, revisiting
the epoch through the eyes of Vavilen
Tatarsky (Vladimir Yepifantsev), a graduate of a literary institute who adapts
to the new capitalist environment by
becoming a copy writer in an ad agency. The movie features several prominent actors and pop figures, including

‘Lyubov v Bolshom Gorode-2’
Mikhail Yefremov, Renata Litvinova,
Andrei Panin, Oleg Taktarov, Leonid
Parfyonov and Yulia Bordovskikh.
Meanwhile, the trend of making sequels for more or less successful movies
is to continue this year. Veteran director
Nikita Mikhalkov has finally completed
the first part of his sequel to his 1994’s
Oscar-winning ‘Utomlyonnye Solntsem
II’ (‘Burnt By The Sun II’), which is scheduled to be released in April. The movie
chronicles the life of the first movie’s
characters during World War II.
‘My Iz Budushchego-2’ (‘We Are From
The Future-2’), directed by Oleg Pogodin,
exploits the same idea as the first film,
which was released two years ago: present-day youths are mysteriously transported back to World War II, this time to
the Ukraine of 1944, finding themselves
in the middle of a battle that nearly destroyed the German XIII Corps.
Another high-profile sequel scheduled for release in 2010 is ‘Lyubov v Bolshom Gorode-2’ (‘Love in the City-2), a
yuppie love story set to capitalize on
the success of last year’s first part.

Cinema

‘Doch Yakudzy’

‘Kompensatsiya’
Viewers will also to see Pavel Sanayev’s
‘Na Igre. Novy Uroven’ (‘Game. Next
Level’), a sequel to the director’s gamer
movie released last year.
Art house fans should be waiting to see
the new feature from Ukrainian/Russian
director Kira Muratova, ‘Melodiya Dlya
Sharmanki’ (‘Melody for a Street Organ’).
The movie focuses on the story of two orphans, sister and brother, who are sent to
different orphanages following the death
of their parents. The children, who don’t
want to be separated from each other, escape and have to live on the streets, fighting for survival on a daily basis.
‘Kompensatsiya’ (‘Compensation’) by
Vera Storozheva, a winner of the Moscow
film festival’s main prize, also belongs to
the art-house category. This film, which
is to come out in November, is a story
about two sisters who travel from the
province to the capital, after the death of
their mother, in a search for their father
who left them many years ago.
Another long-awaited art-house release of 2010 is to be ‘Dom Solntsa’
(‘The Sun House’), directed by Garik
Sukachyov, a man of many talents, primarily known as a singer, but also with
a couple of feature films under his belt.
This is a story of love between a hippy
and the daughter of a Soviet apparatchik, set in the 1970s.
Among the most notable stabs at a
genre movie is the horror thriller ‘Fobos’
produced by Fyodor Bondarchuk’s company, Art Pictures Media, and directed
by Oleg Asadulin. The story begins one

‘Dom Solntsa’
rainy summer night when a group of
youngsters come to check out a new
fashionable nightclub located in a former
bomb shelter. In accordance with horror
genre conventions, the characters soon
turn out to be locked inside and have to
struggle to get out of the club.
Ruslan Baltser’s ‘V Tsenturia. V Poiskakh Zacharovannykh Sokrovishch’ (‘In
Search For Mystery Treasures’), scheduled for release in March, is a mystery
thriller set at the end of the Second
World War. As the Red Army approached
Berlin, a group of soldiers enter an old
castle. There, they find mysterious artifacts, which they divide between themselves. In the main story, set in the present-day, an offspring of the old owner of
the artifacts, a German baron, comes to
Russia in a bid to recover these items.
There is also something this year for
fans of Russian animated films. In March,
‘Zvyozdnye Sobaki Belka I Strelka’ (‘Star
Dogs Belka And Strelka’) is to be released, a feature-length animated film
based on the story of the Soviet space
dogs who spent a day in space aboard

Sputnik-2 in 1960 before safely returning to Earth. Meanwhile, those who
prefer more traditional Russian-themed
animation could watch ‘Tri Bogaturya I
Shamakhanskaya Tsaritsa’ (‘Three Heroes And The Shamkhan Queen’), a new
installment of a cartoon series based on
Russian fairy tales, which is scheduled
for release in December.
‘Gop Stop’ scheduled for release in
April, explores the Russian youth delinquent culture. This is the second major
feature by Pavel Bardin, whose last year
debut ‘Rossiya 88’ (‘Russia 88’), a chronicle of day-to-day life of several Moscow
skinheads, and has stirred a lot of controversy because of accusations of advocating skinhead violence.
In June, ‘Doch Yakudzy’ (‘Yakuza’s
Daughter’) by Sergei Bodrov and Guka
Omarova, a Russian-German co-production, is to be released. The main
character, ten-year old Yuriko, daughter of an influential Yakuza, travels from
Tokyo to Rome, when her plane makes
an emergency stop in south Russia. The
girl’s bodyguards suddenly disappear,
leaving her alone in a strange place.
‘Pro luboff’ (‘On Love’), based on a
recent best-seller by Oksana Robski
and scheduled to come out in September, focuses on provincial girl Dasha who comes to Moscow to work as
a speech therapist. Dasha’s luck suddenly changes when a wealthy entrepreneurs hires her. P
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‘Populated Islands’ v. Unlimited
Nihilism of the Contemporary World:

Artists of the 1980s
by Olga Slobodkina-von
Bromssen
I was puzzled when my editor asked
me to write about the Russian artists of
the 1980s. The term has not been used
for a long time. Even today, after the exhibitions of vosmidesyatniki in Moscow
and London, one is not sure whether
one can call that period a phenomenon
(like let us say artists of the 1960s, the
shestidesyatniki) or whether they were
just separate artists working each in his
or her own style and media, and repeating more or less what had already been
created. But I then found out that the
term is still in use. Maybe as time passes
the school will become better known.
In February-March 2006 artists-vosmidesyatniki organized an exhibition at
the Tretyakov Gallery called “The Populated Islands”. That exhibition had been
announced several months before its
opening and rumours spread that it was

Lev Tabenkin
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going to be not just an exhibition, but
something of a vosmidesyatniki’s generation manifesto. A little later those rumours were refuted and people started
talking about displaying selected works
of 15 artists connected by friendly and
professional ties. Eventually we found
out that the Transnational Car Corporation was patronizing the project.
So what came happened? A Manifesto, a get-together or a corporative PR
action? Probably, all of those three put
together. The co-ordinators were eager
to throw about some aggressive rhetoric, the sponsors enjoyed presenting
themselves as philanthropists, while the
artists, who had known each other for a
long time, got on with compiling work
for the exhibition.
Each artist was a kind of ‘a populated
island’, separate from the others, but
connected with them at the same time.
Such group displays, only less pompous,

Ivan Lubennikov

happen fairly often and usually don’t
bring about an effective resonance or
a social feedback. However, in this case
passions about the event ran high. Some

Art
said: ‘The time of these artists has come
at last.’ Others said: ‘Their time has long
gone.’ A third group asked: ‘Who are
they anyway?’
The Russian press said that the whole
company could be called vosmidesyatniki. However they never made it as
a school like the shestidesyatniki, or
semidesyatniki (artists of the 1960s and
1970s). Something wasn’t quite right.
They weren’t ardent servants of the Evil
Empire. Neither did they follow the stylistic standards of socialist realism.
They could have probably ruined the
Soviet system of controlling art from
inside, but it fell down by itself. With it
fell all the established schemes and hierarchies. Relationships with the market were difficult to repair. Those artists
were probably afraid to find themselves
as conservatives, phantoms of the past.
Therefore their message was: no, we’re
not the remnants of the old system of
production, neither are we victims of the
bourgeois art show-rooms, we are legal
representatives of the figurative art tradition. Our motto is professionalism and
honest rules of the game.
With such self-confidence one would
have thought that they could have
proved the validity of their cause. But
“the populated islands” somehow
lacked charisma, according to the Russian press, although enough veteran
professional artists were displayed – Lev
Tabenkin, Ivan Lubennikov, Anatoly Kamelin, Mikhail Dronov. It is arguable who
else should have been included. But the
whole thing fell to pieces, although only
two genres were presented – painting
and sculpture.
A strong artistic common line failed
to appear. The fact that the artists were
friends was not enough for an ideological statement. The abundance of female
bronze torsos does not automatically confirm figurative values, nor do limp abstractions. Although there were quite a number of worthy works, for example, Natalya
Glebova’s or Nikolai Vatagin’s, the same
could be found at any collective display of
The Moscow Union of Artists. But an atmosphere of hopelessness and defeatism, depicted by the Russian press, cancelled out
all the positive impressions.

Such was the Russian press’
resume of the Populated
Islands Exhibition.
In November 2007, London saw an
exhibition of the top ten Russian artists-vosmidesyatniki, participants of

Mikhail Dronov

the ‘Populated Islands’ project. The
display took place on the eve of the
Russian Art Weeks in the largest auction houses. This time the Russian
press was much more positive calling
the exhibition ‘unique’ and saying that
it declared the artists-vosmidesyatniki
‘a generation of the leading masters of
figurative art’.
The exhibition, organized by The
Peace and Colour Gallery, had a conceptual name ‘X’. Within the framework of the display there was a five
o’clock cocktail for the guests and the
press. Artists like Ivan Lubennikov,
Natalia Glebova, Lev Tabenkin participated. The author of the project was
Anna Namit, The display curator was
Ludmila Marz; and the head of Sotheby’s European department, Lord Mark
Poltimore, was there, as was a representative of the Victoria and Albert
Museum’s Maria Mileeva, a representative of the Hennessy company, Mark
Hayway, and collector Joran Ben-Israel. The artists and art dealers came
to the unanimous decision that it was
time to declare the art of artists-vosmidesyatniki not as the creativity of
separate artists, but a whole epoch of
the Russian figurative art.
Today it’s still hard to figure out exactly what has happened to Russian over
the past 20 years or so. There must be a
time delay enabling one to look at the
present from outside. Painters like Natalia Glebova, Nikolai Vatagin, Ekaterina
Kornilova, Dmitry Krymov, Ivan Lubennikov, Lev Tabenkin and the sculptors
Mihkail Dronov, Valery Epikhin, Viktor
Korneev, Elena Surovtseva are masters
who have won international recognition. Their works are sharp and modern, highly individual and unlike each
other. But 10 big names do not exhaust
the whole spectrum of contemporary
Russian art. However, those ten masters
did not get together by chance. They
are united by their fidelity to figurative
professional art.
“Each of us is an island that has a living
mind, soul and emotion,” says artist Ivan
Lubennikov. “We are changing with the
years, but one thing remains: a desire to
shift away into the shelter of our own
creativity, to stay there alone with oneself, on one’s island, and feel part of the
eternal World.”
The ‘Populated Islands’ exhibition
uses the humanism of art to oppose the
limitless nothingism and chaos of the
contemporary world. P
February 2010
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Ethno-World in Russia
text by Elena Rubinova,
photos – courtesy of ‘Dialogue
of Cultures-United World’
Foundation
A three-hour drive to the southwest
of Moscow takes you to an unusual
settlement called ‘Ethnomir’ (‘EthnoWorld’) that is not on the map of Russia
as yet and is difficult to describe using
normal cartographic labels. It is not an
open-air museum with impressive ar-

I asked Ruslan Bairamov, the President
of the Foundation and the driving force
behind this project, if the idea takes
root in Soviet ethnography or whether
he found inspiration elsewhere.
Ruslan readily admitted that he travelled a lot whilst looking for similar
projects. He adds that some elements
of settlements he was able to find in
he Shenzhen theme park ‘Folk Culture Villages’ in Southern China, in the
South-Indian ‘Auroville’, in the ‘Park of

senting that many nations and cultures
of the world.
Houses located in each ethno-court
are designed traditionally, and each
has its own keeper who is both a host
and guide to the culture he represents.
Visitors are introduced to folklore traditions, national applied arts, and myths
and tales. National cuisine is cooked
and served during mealtimes. The main
principle of ‘Ethnomir’ is the equality of
cultures.

chitectural sites of the past where buildings are heavily protected. It has nothing to do with historical villages that are
so typical of the Balkans and Eastern
Europe, where tradition and history are
preserved in artifacts and crafts. Neither
is it a plastic Disney-type ethnic theme
park as found in of China or Japan,
where official narratives of tradition and
history are coded in dances and interactive routines. So what exactly is this
habitat, designed in the form of a honey
comb pattern and open since the summer 2008?
Officially, ‘Ethnomir’ enjoys the status
of a cultural, educational and tourist
centre established and run by the ‘Dialogue of Cultures-United World’ international charity foundation. But its global
concept is much broader.

Europe’ in Belgium, but none of them
had it all in one.
“The idea of ‘Ethnomir’”, Bairamov continues, “was to create a unified space for
the maximum number of cultures on a
territory of about 140 hectares, so that
any visitor can live through as many cultures as possible during just a couple of
days. It is very important that visitors can
see and feel for themselves the cultural
diversity of our planet and accept it. The
Earth is a small planet and cultures are intertwined and rich in their diversity”.
This messianic message impresses, as
will the scale of the project if the ‘Ethnomir’ team manages to complete it as
planned. Only 10% has yet been built,
but by 2019, a huge field in Kaluzhskaya
oblast, some 125 km southwest of Moscow, will host 52 ‘ethno-courts’ repre-

There are four ways to see ‘Ethnomir’.
One is to come for a day trip and wander around the houses, or perhaps attend an ethnic music festival, which are
frequently held here. Another option is
to take a guided tour, or to come and
stay overnight to experience all the nu-
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ances of everyday activities. We, a film
crew working on a documentary on
‘Ethnomir’, chose a guided tour.
You are met on arrival and accompanied to the main street called Ulitsa Mira
(Peace Street). This is a kind of downtown of the settlement with information
booths, cafes, service stations, scooter
and bicycle rentals. We were taken to
see the Russian ethno-court and shown
a huge, functioning Russian stove, 11
meters high.
Unlike other theme parks, ‘Ethnomir’
favours a totally interactive approach
that makes learning fun and easy. Visitors can take master classes in anything
from basic wood carving, to making national toys, to building a mini-yurt in the
Siberian ethno-court or baking Belorussian bread.
An old Slavonic village with a typical
Russian house called an Izba is part of
the Russian compound. We, however
had had enough of Russian traditions
and rushed to see a more exotic nomadic settlement, namely over 40 ‘Yurts’

from Tibet, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tuva, Chukchi Yarangas
(Yurt-type tents), and a row of American
Indians tepees are all to be found in the
‘nomadic’ section.
The Yarangas turned out to be the
most interesting: they turned out to be
spacious and comfortable inside even
for a spoiled city dweller. Overnight visitors are served a traditional meal and
a cup of herbal tea accompanied by
sounds of throat tonal singing. The hospitable Ukrainian ethno section offers
beautiful songs and delicious borsch
that seem especially timely after a husky
dog ride in the snow. ‘Ethnomir’ has its
own husky dog breed farm that is very
popular with the visitors in all seasons.
Geographical principles are being observed. If one goes eastward on the site
you get to Asia, westward will take you
to Europe and North America.
Foreign embassies and diplomatic
missions are also involved in development of ‘Ethnomir’, but with varying
degrees of enthusiasm. Zdenek Pravda,
an entrepreneur working in Russia has
already started construction of a Slovakian ethno-court: a wooden rural house
with a brewery. The Asian section is under construction. A huge Indian house
is being built: the centre will include an
exhibition centre and yoga hall, an Ayurvedic medicine room, an Indian restaurant and a guest house. Nepal and
China have signed agreements with
Ethnomir, and will be next.
‘Ethnomir’ has gained entertainment
and educational credibility in addition

to its ultimate goal which is encouraging tolerance.
“We run a lot of educational programs”,
Ruslan Bairamov says. “As the project
grows, we hope to turn ’Ethnomir’ into
a platform for a multi-national and international cultural dialogue”.
‘Ethnomir’ has seen some high-level
delegations from Russia’s Education and
Science Ministry, and the Ministry of Culture and Mass Communications. In 2007,
‘the centre was recognised by the UNESCO Russian Office. Russian government
programs on tolerance have not been
very effective to date and the country
suffers from excessively high levels of xenophobia. According to statistics gathered by the Moscow Bureau of Human
Rights, in 2008, 122 people dies as result
xenophobic acts of violence in Russia.
Time will tell whether ‘Ethnomir Center’
is to become Russia’s main ethno-cultural crossroads, and whether Russians will
visit the centre at all.
At the least, the centre will host colourful festivals, national holidays of different countries and religions, as well as
exhibitions, conferences and concerts.
These may help foster more tolerance
in people’s minds than the thousands of
words spoken from political rostrums.
Ethnomir is located in between 2 major highways: Minskoe Shosse ( M1) and
Kievskoe Shosse (M3), 7 km away from
an ancient Russian city of Borovsk (Kalluzhsky region).
For more information : http://www.
ethnomir.ru (the website is in Russian
with some English language pages) P
February 2010
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Huskies
in the
Fairy-Tale
Forest
text by John Harrison, photos by
Elena Krentovskaya, John Harrison

About fifty kilometres north-east from Moscow along the
Yaroslav highway, not far from the old Russian town of Pushkino, in an area suitably called: ‘Fairy-Take Forest’, there is a
farmstead-cum-dog breeding centre, specialising in Siberian
Huskies, called ‘Akulova Gora’. It is open to the public. When
I visited the centre in January, there was thick snow on the
ground; temperatures had plummeted to minus twenty the
night before. The drive through the woods on the last ten
kilometres was incredibly beautiful, with the sun travelling
along in pace with our car behind trees which from time to
time shook their manes of snow off heavily-laden branches,
causing cascades of glittering snow-falls. The countryside in
this part of the Moscow Oblast, despite its close proximity to
Moscow, is reminiscent of places a lot more remote.
Suddenly we turn a corner and are greeted by the barks and
howls of what seem like hundreds of dogs, which was rather
frightening for a Moscow flat-dweller like me who does not
have a dog and cannot understand dog-language, unlike our
host and guide, Lubov Uvarova, and the people who live here.
Before long, Lubov’s son Sasha and his wife Masha, who
look after the 25 dogs at the station start harnessing some
to a dog-sleigh. This is a complex job. First the sleigh and the
harness are staked to the ground, then each dog is brought
out, accompanied by howls and barks of the other dogs, who
20
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seem to want to join the team. Each dog is put in its own
position in the team, with the bitches at the front, as Lubov
explained to me later, “because they lighter and faster. The
dogs form relationships with each other, we get to know
which dogs will not run with next to other dogs, each dog has
his or her own character and we respect that. If we put two
dogs which don’t get on with each other next to each other;
one will run forward and the other will act as a break and want
to run in the opposite direction.”
The eight-dog team is complete, the stakes are pulled out
of the ground, Sasha takes up his position behind the sleigh
and controls the sledge using his weight, and shouting out
commands to the dogs which only they understand. I am given a seat on the sleigh, and the dogs pull out, quickly, into the
forest. I have to hold onto the sides of the sleigh to keep my
balance. I am surprised how fast the sleigh moves. The feeling
of being on a dog-sleigh is something like being on a go-kart,
you are close to the ground, there is direct contact with the
wind, and the cold, and I am thankful that I bought a pair of
warm gloves the day before.   Every bend is exhilarating, the
dogs don’t slow down, they are familiar with the terrain, this is
their world, we are spectators.
I am torn between studying the weird abstract shapes
which the trees covered with snow make and the dogs which

Travel

are our living engine. Three kilometres are covered in what
seems like a few minutes. These dog-sleighs can reach up to
25 kilometres an hour, Lubov Uvarova tells me later.  
On the territory of the dog-breeding station there is a tent,
kept warm with a banya-type stove which I made a beeline
for after the sleigh ride. Over tea and cakes, I found out a little
about the lives of the Uvarova family and their dogs here in
the Fairy-Tale Forest.
Lubov looks after 25 dogs here with her son Sasha, his
wife Masha and her sister. Masha’s father is the local forester, and his help was engaged in organising the route for the
three-kilometre sleigh run through the local woods, so the
whole family lives in the business day and night. But this is
not just a dog-sleigh business, although that can be a profitable for the family if there is a good winter (something
which mother nature has not graced this part of Russian
with for a few years), particularly if they take the dogs and
sleigh out to entertain corporate clients. However there is
a lot more work involved in all this than perhaps meets the
eye. Some members of the family took their first holiday
last year for 15 years.
This is somewhere to come if you love dogs, to the point
where you are prepared to share decades of your life with one.
The family talks about the dogs as if they are family, and they
are. Dogs’ moods, their language are the topic of conversation
on that day I visited: Lubov chuckles as she recounts how their
Alsatian was trying to howl like a Husky the other day, Masha
says how important it is to part with the pups early to give the
new owners the best chance of adopting the role of mother
and father. Otherwise, Masha commented: “They come back
for a visit after a couple of years and pay more attention to us
to than the owners, and this can be upsetting for the owners.”
A lot of families with children come here, the children taking particular delight in the sleigh-rides. It’s good for adults,
like me, who have never really grown up. Children under 5
years of age have to be accompanied by an adult; older children can sleigh independently. Being only a few hours out of
Moscow, this is an ideal day-trip. If you want to do something
different, if you want to lift your spirits on a dreary winter day,

try this, but remember to book in advance. Contact AStravel
for all costs, getting there etc. P
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Third Round to Stephen Lapeyrouse
Part III in Passport’s series of articles on obtaining
a residence permit in Russia
text by Stephen Lapeyrouse
and John Harrison
In previous articles, we covered the whole procedure of
applying to get on the quota for a temporary residence permit (the “РВП”); which is the first stage in being granted full
residency status. In this article our brave hero Stephen Lapeyrouse triumphantly receives the legal status of temporary
resident.
“When I found out last spring that I was on the list of people
who were eligible to apply for a temporary residence permit under the quota system, I was happily surprised. It was
an effort to gather all the papers for the application in the
first place and then I had to file all the required papers within
the statutory two months, but it was not as bad as I had expected. However, it seemed clear that if they accepted and
filed your papers in their computer as a “case”, and you didn’t
have a criminal record that you hadn’t told them about, that
you would get the “РВП”, the temporary residence status, in,
as I was told, 4-6 months. I was told I would be contacted by
phone or email, but after 5 months had gone by and I hadn’t
heard anything, I went down to the central ‘Foreigners Migration Office’ (FMS) at Pokrovka to find out what was going on.
“‘Yes, we have confirmation that you have been accepted
to receive the РВП,’ the surprisingly-attractive young woman
behind the window said with a smile. I wanted to say: ‘Right,
well, why wasn’t I contacted as I was told I would be?’ But
thought better of possibly disturbing the process at this late
stage. ‘But you need to have your fingerprints done,’ she added. I said: ‘Oh, Ok, fine; how and where?’ ‘Just there in that
room’ as she pointed at a door, ‘but in two days; their schedule is on the door.’
“And though I of course came back on that day, and at the
opening hour, no employees graced this room with their
working presence for an hour and a half after it was to have
opened. Still, I was first in a line of only three persons waiting. Eventually, after I and a woman had asked the security
woman thrice if someone was going to come at all, I was led
into a small room no larger than two by two metres, and suddenly I was back in the USSR. The walls were still painted that
sick green colour apparently rather widespread then. At first
he, an approximately 32-year-old guy who looked like a university graduate but with a characteristically ‘huge attitude’,
handed me two blanks and instructed me to leave the room
and fill them out. He also asked if I had some wet paper with
me; a bit perplexed, I said no, and he said he ‘had only toilet
paper’. I had to fill out the forms in Russian of course, twice,
due to a small mistake the first time. Then he took the papers
I had, and indicated to me get my hands ready. This time he
did not so much as utter a single word to me, even though I
tried to make some friendly chat with him. There was an old
large wooden box with a drawer and on it a small metal plate
in a top corner. He poured some black ink onto it, took a roller
– the kind that you use to paint up lino-cuts – rolled some
paint on it, and proceeded to roll it over all my finger tips.
BLACK ink. He then firmly pressed each finger tip into a sepa22
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rate box on the special forms – duplicates. But that wasn’t all
– not at all! He then inked up the – what are they called? – the
‘lengths’ of my fingers, and then, pushing them all together,
pressed each hand’s fingers down to put finger (not finger
tip) prints into the appropriate boxes on the forms. Then he
did my palms! When it was all over my hands were covered in
black ink. He at least nodded yes when I asked, “Eto vsyo?” (Is
that all?).
“He handed me a small wad of toilet paper; but there was
no water closet available for the likes of me. So – back now in
the large room, where some 40 people were applying at the
various windows for this and that – I could only try to use spit
and the toilet paper to clean my hands, which didn’t really
do much with this dark, thick ink. (Not sure what the other
people standing around thought of me.)
“Since the first time I was in Russia in 1986, here now again
in October 2009 I had stepped back into the USSR in that small
room, and in the attitudes of the staff that were little changed!
All the required medical checks that I had had to do to apply
for the РВП were done in pretty clean, uncrowded, even nice
surroundings, and using mostly modern equipment. But this
stage of the process was unfriendly and indifferent. Soviet in
the post-Soviet time.
“Anyway, before trying to leave for a restroom (which to enter now costs about a buck!) at the nearby Atrium Shopping
Centre, so that I could try to scrub my hands clean, I went to
the next FMS window to get the document saying I could have
temporary registration. At that window, where a screaming,
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crying argument with a woman from Ukraine had just happened before my eyes because she had used an abbreviation
in two insignificant places on her 4-page application, and she
would need to rewrite it all again, and after hearing the FMS
woman behind the window discussing for about 5 minutes
on the phone the best shopping locations with her mother,
I was told that I (not their incorrect information) had made a
mistake, and I had to go to a different FMS office, the one for
my area of Moscow (and btw do the hand printing process
again!). It seems they hadn’t checked their paperwork clearly,
or maybe they did, but still got it wrong. So that was an irritating, wasted morning, and I had the uselessly blackened hands
and dark mood to prove it.
“I went to the FMS in my region of Moscow at my next available chance, and made a good move by asking the head of the
office, the Nachalnik, where to get the hand-printing done,
and receive my РВП. He immediately went and spoke to the
man who had handled my papers in May, and this mediation
got me good and quick attention! But this officer – Alexander was his name – only gave me the official letter (needed in
the next stage to register at a different FMS office and police
desk located near my apartment), and set up an appointment
time the next week to do the hand-printing, and receive the
coveted РВП stamp! I was also given a list of required items to
bring with me to the appointment: a xerox of the main passport page; a copy of the official document (which they had
just given to me!); a handy-wipes pack; a black, “gel” (not ball
point) ink pin; and medical gloves! ‘Ok; whatever you say!’
“So, a few days later, I went back to this regional FMS office
(in my case 45 minutes by train away). I had prepped much of
the morning to have everything in unrejectable order: I had
the papers of course (plus others just in case!), handy wipes,
gloves, and even a bottle of water, all the required items. The
conditions at this local office were better and friendlier. (They
seem to have remembered me from May, when I had almost
cheered when they accepted my apostille; then I had been
the last person of their workday, and I and the staff in a room
chatted about Obama and life in Russia and America. We
were laughing and joking.) This time the woman who rolled
ink onto my hands said to me: ‘Probably you don’t do this in
this way in your country?’ I tried to be polite and said: ‘No,
we have a different system.’ I joked asking if she was an artist.
She laughed, and clearly seemed to realize the absurdity of
this dated inking procedure – she was also required, wearing
the glove I had bought and brought, to do this dirty work. It
took me a full five minutes to get the ink off my hands – but
I didn’t need to use spittle; and the woman waited patiently,
and with understanding!” [When John Harrison went through
this stage of the residence permit in 2008, no finger, hand or
prints of any parts of the body were necessary; so the rules
seem to change a lot, and it is perhaps not always the officers’
fault that they don’t know what they are.]
“No lamination, no bar codes, no modern high-tech anything. An ink stamp-form was put on a full page in my passport, and my information was handwritten onto it. I wasn’t
sure what decade I was in. But then, sent into another room
for what turned out to be just 30 seconds, a bored-looking officer in uniform stamped this same passport page with some
crucial red Russian seal. I felt relieved, and almost happy. Almost…
“After that I needed to take the official paper (they had kept
the copy I had been required to make of the document they

gave me!) and my passport which said I had temporary residence status, and I had to go to my local passport office (Passortni Stol, near my apartment) to register and get that magical registration stamp in my passport that says I can live here
for three years. (During this time I can then apply to get the
full residence permit it seems). To register I had to give them: a
translated, notarised copy of my passport, the original official
paper from the regional FMS office, a letter from the landlord
(or in my case flat ownership) document copies. This all had to
be notarized there on site; it cost nothing and was done fairly
quickly – about two hours in the process, mostly just waiting.
Then I was off to the nearby police desk (an unrepaired aging
Soviet-era building), and one final ‘chief’, who took the latest
stack of documents (about 6), and filled in my registration
stamp!
“I had it, finally done, and I texted several friends of my ‘victory’! It had taken about 9 months from start to finish, but it
was done. (I won? Some of my Russian friends in their text replies wondered!)
“Now somewhat unexpectedly – in the course of an hour,
actually less but it took about an hour for it to sink in – my
Russian life and world had changed. It was a completely different feeling. I no longer felt that I was here temporarily, and
that I must get out by x-date, and then attempt to get back in
at some consulate in one country or another. Now I need to
get an exit visa, to get out and back in! But I could stay for 3
full years if I wanted.”
The next article will cover the little issue of how to get out
of Russia when you have temporary residence permit status.
Stephen recommends – though he supposes conditions will
vary at the various FMS offices, stages of the process, and with
each FMS officer and their moods – more-than-“Western” patience and persistence and especially carrying around with
you to all these various offices in the various stages of this ‘obstacle course’, all of the documents you think you will need,
and also those you don’t think you will need, and copies of
most of them, just in case. This can save time and irritation
when you are suddenly asked for a piece of paper which you
were not asked to have ready, particularly as Russian offices
aren’t often inclined reliable accuracy and to doing photocopies for you. Stephen says he cannot imagine anyone being able
to do this whole process who does not speak at least basic Russian, or who does not have someone to help them at each step
and meeting. Also, be prepared to go back to the Soviet Union
from time to time in the process. Good luck! P
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“Boris In Bother Again”
(another ‘Lisa and friends’
tale, no.3)

text Ross Hunter,
illustrations: Nika Harrison
Boris tried to think clearly, despite the
pain and the fear. This wasn’t easy, because the pain and the fear were both
bigger than each other. Also because
thinking clearly was not Boris’s strong
point.
Clear thinking would not have got
him badly cornered at the back of the
geese’s hut, on his own, heavily outgunned by seriously unhappy and aggressive ganders, closing in.
Oh dear. Boris liked geese on a plate or in an omelette, not
deafening his ears with their squawking and pecking at his
young and tender paws. This was not part of the plan.
It had seemed such a good idea at the time. Telling Lisa, his
Mum, that he was going out to play with Sasha, Dasha and
Masha, then carefully dodging them in their play area behind
the railway sidings, and lolloping straight for the goose farm
beyond.
If only he had got brother Sasha to come with him. If
only the twins has been able to warn him not to. “Solo action hero bringing home the goose egg trophies, strutting
round the burrow enjoying the adulation!” It was all so well
planned.
Apart from getting caught. And discovering that protesting
innocence is a lot harder with hard-beaked birds than with
soft family. He tried barking ‘Help!’ but it only came out as a
half strangled yelp. Two geese were flapping, stamping, and
hissing. One from each side, so each time he turned, he got
24
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another nasty nip at the other end; when he tried to save his
tail his ear got bitten.
Just when he thought matters couldn’t get any worse, a
third goose suddenly launched itself at him, making a deafening screech that even caused the other two to pause and look.
Boris thought he was done for.
Suddenly everything changed. The new arrival was in midair because its bottom was separated from the ground by the
length of brother Sasha, minus his teeth, which were firmly
sunk into white feathery backside. The effect was almost
comic, and the shape of Sasha’s jaw suggested he was enjoying it. The large, heavy and extremely agitated bird was twisting around trying to get its beak onto Sasha, who took a lot of
bruising every time she landed on him.
This was brave but suicidal. After the shock, the other birds
recovered and started going for Sasha. Boris didn’t know

whether to help him, or make a run for it. They were now both
in big trouble.
He was saved from his indecision by a loud wolf-whistle,
two in fact. There were so piercing that everyone stopped
and stared.
By the wire-mesh fence, the twins, Dasha and Masha, were
sitting beside some goose eggs, and Masha was holding a
large rock, ready to smash it down on the warm and occupied eggs. The geese forgot about the two boys instantly, and
turned in cold, throbbing fury on the twins. Horribly slowly,
and quietly, apart from a steady stream of hissing steam, they
pushed their necks out low and straight, and started (goose)stepping towards the two cubs, and their eggs. Masha
twitched with her rock, and they paused a second.
Boris and Sasha came to their senses, and slunk round to their
sisters, where they saw a very small, tight hole under the fence.
“Get a move on,” barked Masha, and the three cubs scraped
under the fence. Just as the geese lunged at her, Masha threw
the rock at them and followed, minus the end of her tail which
got bitten as it swept under the wire.
All four fox-cubs sprinted home so fast they didn’t have
time to talk.
Lisa saw them coming, and pushed them all straight in the
bath, where they were still shocked and shaken. At lunch, Boris felt very stupid. And very sore. And very grateful. When
they had finished eating in silence, Lisa asked them, innocently, “What have you learned today?”
Boris clenched his eyes shut, and went even redder. But
he felt Dasha’s arm around him, and Sasha’s paw pushing his
chin up. The other three smiled sweetly and said together:
“Easy, Mum: Teamwork Makes the Impossible Simple!”
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Family Pages (3) puzzles		
(1) ‘Visual Ellipsis’ – how to make a picture without drawing the main item.
My wife is a wonderful artist, and art teacher. I am not. How to draw without technique or ability? Good cartoons need talent.
But BAD cartoons are quick and easy.
Here are a few favourites. The first ones are titled, the rest have to be titled by you. Rules: as few lines as possible; see the subject from an unusual angle; let the imagination fill in the detail; get a theme going.

1 A square

2 Something that
looks square

3?

4?

5 Bear climbing a tree

6 Pig going round a barn

7?

8?

9 Mexican riding a bike

10 ?

11 ?

12 ?

			
13 Sunrise, without my
14 ?
15 ?
spectacles on

16 ?

			
17 St Basil’s, seen
18 Red Square, seen
19 ?
20 ?
by a bird
by Malevich			
(2) How many triangles are there in this shape?
(Hints: not all the same size;
seven different sorts can be found)

(3) Sudoku. Hard (not very).

Answers to all puzzles will be printed in the March issue of Passport magazine, or on the Passport page of: www.englishedmoscow.com
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A Sweet Entree to 2010
Text by Katrina Marie. Photos by Dianne Marie.
14 February: St. Valentine’s Day
Happily, St. Valentines Day is not just for lovers. Children exchange valentines at school, though
it is often a nail-biting moment hoping that one’s crush is reciprocated. Single women toast
their independence (or drown their sorrows) with pink champagne and delectable chocolate.
Chocolate is the must-have endorphin rush on Valentine’s Day and may come in any form, but
chocolate chip cookies and heart-shaped red velvet cupcakes are perfect American treats to
celebrate the day.

All-American Chocolate Chip Cookies
Makes 30-40 cookies
1 cup brown sugar (packed)
½ cup sugar
1 cup butter, room temperature
2 large eggs
2 tsp vanilla extract
2½ cups flour
1 tsp baking soda
1 tsp salt
½ tsp cinnamon
12 oz chocolate chips**
1 cup chopped walnuts or pecans

**Chocolate chips are traditional, but if unavailable, simply chop bars of good dark chocolate into small chunks.
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Beat brown and white sugars with butter in large bowl until well combined. Beat in eggs and vanilla.
3. Add flour, baking soda, salt and cinnamon; mix until blended.
4. Add chocolate and nuts. Give a couple of final stirs to incorporate.
5. Now the obligatory part of practically every American child’s upbringing: sample a spoonful of cookie dough. Some Americans
stop right there and eat the remaining dough as-is, but it would indeed rob one of the full experience. **Note that eating raw cookie
dough (and hence, raw eggs) can be hazardous, so avoid if concerned about salmonella or with a compromised immune system.
6. Spoon dough onto ungreased cookie sheets as illustrated, and bake at 350 degrees for 10-12 minutes until edges are
golden brown.
7. Transfer to plate or wire rack to cool, and repeat.
8. And for the grand finale, break in half a still warm gooey chocolate chip cookie, dip into a very cold glass of milk, take a
bite, close your eyes… and savor heaven.

Cinnamon Vanilla Frosting

1½ cups sugar
¼ cup flour
1½ cups milk
¼ cup heavy cream
1½ cup unsalted butter, softened but cool, cut into 1-inch pieces
1 tsp vanilla extract
2 tsp cinnamon
1. In a medium saucepan, whisk together sugar and flour. Add milk and cream. Cook over medium heat.
2. Whisk occasionally until mixture boils and has thickened, about 5 minutes.
3. Transfer mixture to bowl and beat at high speed 5 minutes.
4. Reduce speed to low, add butter; beat at medium-high speed until frosting is light and fluffy, about 5 minutes.
5. Add vanilla and cinnamon. Beat until combined. If frosting is too soft, chill in refrigerator.
28
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Red Velvet “Love Cakes” with Cinnamon
Vanilla Frosting
The sexy siren of southern cooking, red velvet cake unapologetically oozes luscious sensuality. Most recipes call for buttermilk, which when combined with cocoa powder and baking soda turns the cake a reddish colour. Red food colouring
is often added to enhance the shade. Since buttermilk is not
always available outside the U.S., this recipe uses sour cream.

16 February: Mardi Gras
Since the 18th century, carnival masks, gaudy
beads, Hurricanes (recipe below) are essential,
as is King Cake.
Truth be told, outside of Louisiana, most
Americans are not very familiar with King Cake
and numerous variations have emerged since
the original concoction of 12th century France.
More of a pastry than cake and decorated in
Mardi Gras colors of purple, green and gold,
King Cake, as made in New Orleans is usually
filled with cinnamon and (not to be missed),
a very small toy baby to celebrate the visit
by the Three Kings on 6 January to the Baby
Jesus, marking the beginning of the Mardi Gras
season. Whoever finds the toy baby in their
slice is promised one year of good luck.

Hurricane Katrina

Makes approx 30 cupcakes
2 cups flour
1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa powder**
1 tsp baking soda
½ tsp salt
1 cup butter, softened
2 cups sugar
4 eggs
1 cup sour cream
½ cup milk
1 oz red food coloring
1 tsp vanilla

This recipe is my own version of the original, with ingredients easy to find in Moscow. I promise, after a few, you
won’t know the difference.
4 ounces rum
8 ounces peach nectar (or peach juice)
4 ounces Red Bull
Maraschino cherries and orange slices (for decoration)
Ice
In a cocktail shaker, add rum, peach nectar, Red Bull, and
crushed ice. Shake vigorously and strain into glass. Garnish
with maraschino cherry and orange slice.
Makes 1 serving.

** The amount of cocoa powder often varies by recipe. I prefer
dark chocolate cocoa powder, which produces a rich chocolate
flavor, but sacrifices a vibrant red color. If you want a very red
cake with just a hint of cocoa, simply add less cocoa and more
red food coloring. Either way, the end result will be delicious.
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Place paper
muffin liners into tins. For heart-shaped cupcakes, insert a
marble or small foil ball between paper lining and tin (as
illustrated).
2. Mix flour, cocoa, baking soda and salt in medium bowl.
Set aside.
3. Beat butter and sugar in large bowl until light and fluffy.
Add eggs, one at a time, beating until incorporated. Add
sour cream, milk, food color and vanilla.
4. Add flour mixture until just blended. Spoon batter into
muffin cups, filling each cup 2/3 full.
5. Bake 20-25 minutes or until toothpick inserted into cupcake
comes out clean. Remove from pans only when completely
cool.
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Avatar and
Red Pinkertonism
Text by Ian Mitchell
It has been well said of Ireland that if
you kick history out of the door, it will
come smashing back in through the window. Russia is much the same, despite
the fact that it is a country of high-rise
buildings, with windows well beyond
the reach of Paddy’s longest ladder.
Perhaps more so than in most countries, it is wise to refract thought about
Russia today through the prism of history. Since this is the first in a series of
essays written with that aim in mind, it
is appropriate to start with the issue of
thought itself—in other words the role
in Russian culture of the intelligentsia
on whom so much of nineteenth and
twentieth century history depended.
Russians bemoan the decline of “Moscow kitchens”, a place where vodka, tea,
black bread and salt cucumbers aided the
consideration of questions like the nature
of being, the potential of perestroika or
the poems of Mayakovsky. Visiting Western academics and bohemian culturevultures used to love the cosy world of
the Moscow intelligentsia. Many people
felt that Russia did boho chic exceptionally well, or at least better than we did in
the philistine, materialistic West.
But now that the cushy jobs in easygoing institutes have become victims
30
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of capitalist economics, and most of
the literary critics are now journalists or
marketing executives, the question arises: what did, and do, ordinary Russians
think of this high culture?
It was announced in mid-January that
the film Avatar overtook Irony of Fate 2
to become the highest-grossing film in
Russian history, taking more than $70
million in the first three weeks after release. In this respect, Russia is in tune
with the rest of the world, where the
film has already taken $1.5 billion and is
set to overtake Titanic (which took $1.9
billion) as the biggest box-office hit in
world cinema history.
Defenders of Soviet culture often say
that things were better under the old
regime when titles like Honoured Artist
of the USSR were conferred on people
whose over-the-counter sales did not
seem to match their artistic worth. But
the story of Red Pinkertonism suggests
that this is a highly selective view of history.
Red Pinkertonism was the Soviet version of a phenomenon which resulted,
co-incidentally, from the work of three famous Scotsmen: Robert Louis Stevenson,
Arthur Conan Doyle and Allan Pinkerton.
Allan who? Allan Pinkerton was a Glaswegian who emigrated to Chicago in 1842

and soon afterwards was appointed the
city’s first detective. In 1852 he founded
the Pinkerton National Detective Agency
which went on to solve innumerable train
robberies, to chase the James gang, provide body-guard services to Abraham
Lincoln at his inauguration and to run the
Union’s military intelligence service during the Civil War.
Pinkerton was a businessman and
a hustler, and in the 1870s he decided that the best way to publicise his
Agency was to follow the example of
Robert Louis Stevenson and write action-packed thrillers which, in his case,
would be based on his experiences as a
detective. The resulting books, featuring a private eye called Nat Pinkerton,
are readable even today—certainly
more literate than John Grisham—and
they were a run-away success.
Pinkerton died in 1884, but his son,
Frank, carried on producing the books.
Other writers jumped on the band-wagon, many introducing the techniques of
Sherlock Holmes to add an element of
mystery and puzzle to the action formula. By the 1900s, the Pinkerton detective novel, usually published in weekly
instalments, was an international phenomenon.
They were as popular in Russia as
anywhere else. One authority has calculated that in May 1908 in St Petersburg
alone 622,000 copies of Pinkerton partworks were sold. A literary critic, writing
in Novy Mir in the 1970s, disdainfully
explained this by saying: “The Pinkerton
books were written in a coarse style and
were saturated with expressions like:
‘”Damn it,” screamed Bob as he fired at
the elusive McDonald’, or ‘”Aha, got you
my lad,” said Pinkerton as he put the
handcuffs on the villain. “Now at last I’ll
put you in the electric chair.’”
The popularity of the genre survived
the Revolution, partly because an early
Soviet critic compared the style favourably with that of the Russian realist
prose which had been the backbone of
nineteenth century Russian literature.
These classics featured “a magnificent
refined style” and “subtle psychology”,
he said. “But there is no entertainment.
It is boring. Boring.” He recommended
that proletarian writers look to the West
and learn about action and plot in order to compose entertaining adventure
novels.
That is exactly what Soviet writers began to do. It was Nikolai Bukharin who
coined the phrase Red Pinkertonism, in

A Personal View
1923, and in doing so gave to the NEP
period a distinctive popular literature
which was in keeping with the public
mood. Mikhail Bulgakov, Ilya Ehrenburg
and Aleksei Tolstoy all wrote highly successful books of this sort.
A typical example of the genre, by
someone who called herself Jim Dollar
(real name: Marietta Shaginyana) was titled Yanks in Petrograd. The plot hinges
on a conspiracy to destroy the new Soviet republic, but the Yanks are foiled by
the workers who make everything, and
therefore are the most powerful group
in society. The book features secret tunnels, coded messages, obscure passwords and mysterious signs on doors,
windows and railway carriages. Several
sequels followed.
Hundreds of authors wrote similar
books. They were saturated with violence, hatred and revenge. They featured improbable plot twists and bizarre, stereotyped characters. There are
death rays, light cords, things called “hyperboloids” (Tolstoy) and, in one book,
the extermination of the population of
France through the mass sale of an aphrodisiac which causes impotence. They
were wildly popular.

Exotic foreign locations helped sales
too. One novel ended with a fight to
the death in the Paris sewers. Another
had guests at Lord Haig’s country seat
complaining about colonial savages
over a meal prepared from the corpse
of a fellow guest who had been unwise
enough to visit his Lordship’s cellars.
Ilya Ehrenburg (who had been at
school with Bukharin) introduced a note
of mocking parody, as in his description
of genocide in England: “People were
dying while still observing dignity and
rank. They groaned quietly, they writhed
obsequiously, and they did not forget to
smile at the vicar.”
Americans came in for their share of
mockery too. For example, the owner of
the world’s largest cured meat factory
heard that a man excretes $2.65 worth
of matter per day, so immediately arranged with a market gardener to visit
his premises every morning after breakfast. The book in which this occurs was
so successful that it was adapted for the
stage in a play directed by Vsevolod
Meyerhold.
In short, the genre was about as popular then as the film Avatar is in Russia
today. The difference is that the books

were attacked by later Soviet literary
critics who sniffed at the success of
genuinely popular fiction. The cultural
bureaucracy had its revenge during
the first Five Year Plan, when Stalin introduced Soviet Realism for all art. Detective fantasies were replaced by novels about the construction of Siberian
steel-mills or Ukrainian dams.
Each of the writers named above
adapted successfully to the new cultural milieu and continued to enjoy
success writing completely different
books, despite the trial and execution
of Bukharin in 1938. Ehrenburg went
on to achieve international fame in the
1940s with his hate-filled, anti-German
propaganda.
When Stalin died, he completed the
circle and wrote a book called The Thaw,
which gave the name to the period of intellectual relaxation in the later 1950s. It
was because of that loosening of cultural
control that the Moscow kitchen achieved
its status as a bohemian cultural symbol, a
situation which lasted until capitalism destroyed its economic base, and made way
for an entertainment-orientated world
symbolised by the mass popularity of
films like Avatar. P
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Real Estate
Your Moscow (7)

Chistiye Prudy - The North East
Text and photos by Ross Hunter;
photos by Julia Nozdracheva and John Harrison

For the sake of balance and objectivity, I have been trying to find something
negative to write about Chistiye Prudy.
It isn’t easy. Sandwiched between the
KGB and three railways stations? That’s
stretching geography and sense – the
rest of Lubyanka is crammed with interesting and useful amenities, and the
Kazanskiy and Yaroslavl stations are
architectural gems. It is full of French?
I risk getting ‘merdered’’ for suggesting this, and anyway it implies a certain
elan, and plentiful quality shops. The
name is Moscow sarcasm? True enough,
when butchers’ filth was tipped in the
fetid ponds, but getting on for three
centuries out of date – the Clean Pond
is exactly that, and a delight on both
eye and nose. Very expensive? Aha!
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The eighth and concluding
part of our guide to favourite
residential areas in Moscow
Skating on Chiye Prudy, acrylics, John Harrison

Yes, it is very popular and high rents
keep out the riff-raff (like me). But it
is a lot better value than other Pondproximate places. No, Christy Prudy is
a lovely area and I have yet to find anyone who doesn’t love it.
If Chistiye Prudy’s boundaries blend
softly into Kitai Gorod, Krasnye Vorota
and Lubyanka, its centre is very clear.
The middle of the Boulevard Ring from
the pond to the eponymous Metro station is the village green, and the lace
for a delightful stroll. Outside the traffic
are rows of agreeably diverse, practical
and interesting shops. This is a pleasant
place to be by day or in the evening,
workday or weekend, on foot, with pram
or by bike. Everyone will have their own
favourite places, too numerous to list.

A fine line of statues oversees the
walk along the greensward. Perambulating south to north, by the Pokrovka
crossing we first meet Nikolai Chernishevsky (1828-89) revolutionary thinker
and writer of the seminal tract ‘What is
to be Done’, argued to be more influential than Das Capital. By the pavilion
Abay Kunanbaev (1845-1904), Kazak
poet and philosopher, looks over the
families and friends enjoying the welldesigned leisure space. Facing the Metro, an oversized Alexander Griboyedov
(1795-1829) famous for the play ‘Woe
for Wit’, peers down on a melange of
younger music lovers, among them
punks, goths, metalheads and kindred
tribes... and a solo baritone saxophonist. Chacun a son gout.

Real Estate
Contrasting with the massive Lukoil
building stands Vladimir Shukhov (18531939) the great engineer of graceful and
elegant metal structures (the radio tower
and roof of GUM are his), and at his feet
is a humorous collection of comic toy
sculptures, great fun for little people.
Four down, and not a Lenin in sight!
Fear not, the last in the line at Sretensky
Street is a very flattering and graceful
homage to his wife Nadia Krupskaya
(1869-1939).

If the main axis of Chistiye Prudy follows the road roughly North South, an
equally interesting radial route crosses
it, above and below ground. Myastnitskaya is named after the old butchers’
district, and runs from Lubyanka square
right out to the Garden Ring. With the
Polytechnical museum and Dietsky Mir
(currently under renovation) at one
end and two of the Seven Sisters at the
other, there is an abundance of interesting architecture.

Below ground runs the Red Metro line,
route no.1. In English, the station names
make an appealing list: Beautiful Gate,
Clean Ponds, Kuznetsky’s Bridge, Hunter’s
Row, Lenin’s Library, Kropotkin’s place and
Culture Park. If I have cheated slightly, artistic licence is better than repetition.

“We really enjoyed living
in Chistiye Prudy - and miss it!”
Chistiye Prudy has the feel of an educated place. There are a lot of students
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around, discussion in the cafes is highcalibre, and there are abundant theatres
and bookshops. Next to Lubyanka, Biblio-Globus has amazing volume and
variety, and next door the Mayakovsky
bookshop has an eclectic selection. Just
across Sretensky St, ‘Relod’ has a humbling richness of choice for learners of
English, good fiction and children’s sections, and they are also book suppliers,
to our school among others.
There are some fantastic coffee shops,
restaurants and bars in the area – to suit
all tastes, from singles to families. You will
love the amazing Chinoiserie-decorated
tea shop on Myasnitskaya built by Perlov, a wealthy tea merchant in the 1880s.
The Leningradskaya Hotel has been
magnificently renovated in the best of
1950s style. 6 Sretensky Blvd is another
ex-Rossiya Insurance building (as was
Lubyanka), and has an amazingly ornate
facade, admired by Le Corbusier, no less.
Other notable buildings include the
‘Egg’ house off Furmanny pereulok, the
Morozov mansion on 21 Podsosenskyi
pereulok and the Durasov manor on 11
Pokrovsky. Heading away from the city,
Krasnye Vorota is named after a ‘beautiful gate’ built for Empress Elizabeth’s arrival in Moscow in the mid 1700s. Pushkin
lived for a while in the area, at the Yusupov house on Kharitonevsky Pereulok:
how about you?

Russian writer
Alexander
Griboedov

up the price range to Patriarshy Pond or
south and better value to Taganska.

Top 10 +/-

The list of all that matters most

Nadezhda Krupskaya,
Lenin’s wife

1. A village community feel, yet only a
brisk walk from the centre
2. Strolling round the pond in summer,
skating across it in winter
3. Compact, complete and full of interesting facilities
4. Lots of individual boutiques, cafes,
restaurants and night spots
5. Rents expensive, but with lots of character and variety
6. Traffic and parking a headache ... but
where in Moscow isn’t?
7. More of Moscow’s best bookshops in
less space
8. Le plus chic banlieu (and popular with
the Japanese too)
9. Must-sees a-plenty, outnumbered by
an infinity of ‘can-do’ opportunities
10. Unmissable: a cold glass, a warm
sunset and a busy throng behind the
pavilion. Sante!
That completes our tour around eight
of Moscow’s best loved central residential areas. I hope you enjoyed it, and
enjoy living in your patch. Which area
is your favourite? Next month, Passport

The special bits:
The walk between pond and Metro
along the Boulevard
All along Myasnitskaya: but especially the magnificent Perlov tea shop at
no.19
The Tram/Tavern ‘Annushka’, which
tours the centre of Chistiye Prudy while
giving you all the feel Bulgakov’s ‘Master and Margarita’
Buildings & statues: where to start?
The Mayakovsky museum, the Hotel
Leningradskaya, Kazansky station, Shukov, the Polytechnical museum, Sovremennik Theatre
The Best Metro stations: along the
Red line for history (Komsomolskaya,
Chistiye P, Lubyanka), the elegant new
stations on the pale green for modernity (Sretensky Bulvar, Turgenevskaya)

Nearby?

If you like this area but
can’t find what you want … check with
the real-estate experts listed below. The
feel of Chistiye Prudy seeps in all directions, especially Kitai Gorod (Passport,
December 2009). Or go further west and
34
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Abay Kunanbaev

Part of Abay Kunanbaev’s statue
Vladimir Shukhov

publishes a condensed summary of all
the areas – your views would be a great
help! After that, we head further out
and explore peripheral areas and the
great green spaces of Moscow, all inside
the MKAD. See you there!
I have had the fun of distilling the
experts’ expertise. Do contact them for
neat knowledge: Harriet at www.
childreninmoscow.ru;
Anna at www.eolia-relocation.ru;
Marina Semenova at Intermark Savills:
m.semenova@intermarksavills.ru
and EIS parents www.englishedmoscow.com. P

Meat
Restaurant Review

text by Charles W. Borden
Miasnoy Club (Meat Club), a Novikov
creation, has taken over the space previously occupied by Biskvit, which
opened in 2001 and became one of
Moscow’s early fashionable restaurants.
Minimal cosmetic changes were made
to Biskvit’s aristocratic Napoleonic design, so it lacks the heavy hardwood and
leather one expects from a steak house,
as well as the signature Novikov design
touches: a basket of lemons or a wall of
uniform glass vases. Biskvit had been
transformed into a poker club during
the crisis when gambling was banished
from Moscow. Apparently the authorities saw through the guise, so poker
clubs are also are now prohibited.
It is located inside a small luxury mall on
the north side of Kuznetsky Most. I had
a little trouble finding it at first and wandered into the ‘19’ elitny gentlemen’s club
at the end of a small alley, where I was
36
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quickly turned away by burly security.
Miasnoy Club has the imported
meats one would expect from a highend steakhouse: Porterhouse (USA,
Colorado at 4900 rubles for two), Ribeye Waygu (Australia at 2,500 roubles),
and Veal on the Bone (Chianina from
Tuscany at 4500 roubles). But the English menu provoked a comic interlude
about the inability of many Moscow
restaurants to spell the names of dishes
for which they charge a Ben Franklin or
more (Shateaubriant for example). How
about ‘mushed potatoes,’ ‘smouked

Club

Restaurant Review

Jan Heere GM of Zara Inditex

Hilmi Hamwieh CEO of Uniret

lamb,’ ‘vassabi sauce,’ ‘Greek salad own
receipt’ or ‘eggs и cucumber’ to pick a
few. Not as bad as the ‘leeches with caramel’ dessert, or the ‘large cocks’ we’ve
seen on other menus, but you’d think
they would bring in native speaker for
a free lunch and a quick menu review
before printing.
Elena Lyalshna, club chef, came out to
discuss the meats with us. She has more
than fifteen years with Novikov, and
is a veteran of A-Club, T-Club, Grand
Opera, Phantom and Angara. John decided to order a big plate of four of the

main items under ‘Fried Meat’ (meaning
grilled), the three named above and the
T-Bone (Colorado at 3100 rubles), to be
shared around the table. He made sure
to specify medium rare since in Moscow
medium steaks tend to be overcooked,
without a shade of pink, apparently the
Russian preference.
We also ordered some starters: Scallops with Tobico and Wasabi Sauce (800
rubles), very large, tender scallops with
green flying fish roe; and Beef Tataki
(850 rubles), very tasty thinly sliced rare
beef coated with a sweet sesame and
ponzu sauce.
The wine list, though thin, had some
interesting reds including a Napa
Nook Cabernet Sauvignon 2004 (California) and Enea Gran Reserva Mugu
2001 (Spain), and not particularly expensive by Moscow standards. We
tried these and finished with a super
Tuscan Gaja Ca’ Marcanda Estate Promis (3100 rubles).

The huge tray of steaks arrived, sliced
as John had requested. The Porterhouse
was exquisite, one of the better steaks I
have tried in Moscow. The other meats
were reasonably good and despite the
medium rare request, we still found
them to be a little overdone.
We had no major complaints about
food or the service, and the Porterhouse, Scallops and Tataki were very
good. However, I found the ambiance
out of place for a steak restaurant. Miasnoy Club has a good location near many
of the top hotels, and it probably doesn’t
hurt to have 19 as its neighbor – if to
judge by the several millions of dollars
of black autos parked on the street in
front as we departed. P

Myasnoy Klub
Ulitsa Kuznetsky Most 19
+7 495 625 17 29
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Moscow Dragons Rugby Club New Year’s party 16 Jan   
New Year, new season. The Moscow
dragons celebrated the traditional ‘old’
new year in style – a serious training session in the snow, followed by a ‘tequila
& piva’ fuelled warm up party in Katie
O’Shea’s Irish bar off Prospect Mira. A
good members’ turn out, helped by the
surprise return of freshly exiled President
Damien de Charry, in fine form as ever,
and by the need to renew membership
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and buy ball tickets. And new(d) edition
of the Dragon’s famous calendar – remarkable photography of remarkable
players and their remarkable kit (or not).
Mine host Steve Conway filled welcoming stomachs with helpings of his
famous Irish stew, and hopeful souls
enjoyed a feat of televised football and
Heineken Cup rugby. By country, the
results were reasonably balanced, with

English, French and Irish teams sharing
the honours. By volume of noise, however, there was  no contest, as the vociferous Irish Munster and Leinster fans
dominated the cheering, which was fine,
and the singing, which wasn’t. Expect
much, much more of all of the above
when the great Six Nations tournament
starts on 6 February (until the climax on
20 March). Ross Hunter

Out & About
Rally Drives Moscow
On Sunday 17th January the Russian
Automobile Federation held the prizegiving for its championships for 2009
at a lavish ceremony in the famous Yar
Restaurant on Leningradskoe Chausse.
The prizes were awarded by the VicePresident of the Federation, Sergei Uspensky, who was Russian Rally Champion thirteen times. There is no regular
single-seater racing in Russia, but instead an enthusiastic rallying community competes all over the country. Prizes were given for classic, off-road and
touring rally championships, as well as
for karting and speedway racing. The
top prize, for the Classic Rally series,
went to the first West European ever to
enter, the young Swede, Patrik Flodin,
who drove a Subaru for Sergei Uspensky’s team, URT. A notable winner was
the not-so-young head of the Khimki
Okrug, Vladimir Strelchenko, who won
the Touring Class, in which competitors
drive through rivers, bogs, sand dunes
and any other obstacle which rural Rus-

sia provides for their entertainment.
Motor-sport in this country is not ageist. Now that Renault have announced
that they might be signing the first Russian to compete in Formula 1, interest in
motor-sport is bound to increase. Read-

Russia-American Relations at the Rotary
Club of Moscow

Erik Ruben speaking and Thomas Kaufman taking notes

ers who would like to attend any rallies should consult the programme on
www.rrch.ru . The first event this season
is on Saturday 30th January at Peno,
near Lake Seliger (see www.rally-peno.
ru) Ian Mitchell

On Wednesday 20th January the Rotary Club of Moscow International heard a talk by Erik Rubin, the Deputy Chief of Mission at
the United States Embassy in Russia on the subject of “US-Russia
Relations”. Mr Ruben told the meeting that he had worked in a variety of countries, including Thailand, Honduras and the Ukraine
prior to being posted to Moscow, though he had visited this
country on several occasions, the first being in 1974. He arrived in
2008 with high hopes for an improvement in relations between
Russia and America, which had reached a low point during the incumbency of what he coyly referred to as “the previous President
of the US”. Russia was feeling a sense of “anger and disillusionment”, especially after having its offers of help with international
terrorism after 9/11 snubbed by a US government determined to
go it alone on the world stage. Then the Russia-Georgia war broke
out, and relations were further strained. But since the election of
President Obama, the atmosphere has improved markedly, perhaps helped by an understanding of mutual vulnerability as a result of the global financial crisis. Most importantly, the two countries have agreed to disagree about certain issues, Georgia being
one of the most high-profile, while still getting on with business
in other areas. He gave credit to President Medvedev for this. As
examples of co-operation, Mr Rubin mentioned space research,
the environment (global warming) and health research. The only
cloud on the horizon, he noted, was the much-reduced level of
mutual interest among people of student age in the two countries. He could not explain this. Today there are less than 4000
Russians studying in the United States, he said, which is a historic
low. Likewise, many fewer Americans than that are studying here
in Russia. The event took place in the plush library of the Katerina
Hotel, which provided wine and a tasty buffet. The meeting was
chaired, as usual, by Thomas Kaufman, the ebullient American
who describes himself as “the first foreign member of Rotary in
Russia (USSR) 1990”. Readers of Passport interested in joining Rotary should contact him on tomtec100@aol.com . Ian Mitchell
February 2010
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New pubs: John Donne/Jean-Jaques
The twinned bistro and pub complex ‘Jean-Jaques’ and ‘John
Donne’ are among the high spots of the west end of Moscow’s
social scene, on Tverskoi and Nikitsky Bulvars. Great news for
social drinkers and eaters: the family now boasts a third pair of
twins. Handily placed right next to Taganskaya Metro (Brown,
Violet and Yellow lines), 30m from the exit, towards the city, the
distinctive red and black decor brightens up the theatre district.
Inside, your jovial host and his friendly bilingual staff offer a warm
welcome. If in doubt, ask for Victor, who will look after you.
It is a tasteful place. There is a splendid selection of the finest
British, Irish and continental beers, and a positive archipelago
of poetry islands adorns the place mats. Beers, stouts and lagers
include the finest from Belhaven, Fullers, Old Speckled Hen,
Greene King and Heineken, as well as a decent top shelf.  IPA
and London Pride are good choices, but keep clear of the
Greene King Abbot Ale – leaving more for me, thank you.  Prices
are reasonable, the food menu is developing, and more sport
channels keep appearing on the two large screens.
The owners and guiding lights, Dmitry and Marusya Borisov, have rare flair to match their vision and commitment.
Their aim is to attract an even mix of expats and locals with a
comfortable ambience backed up by quality service. It seems
to work. Six branches serve Moscow, St Petersburg and Ye-
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revan, and they hope to double this number in key capitals
worldwide. They are often to be seen enjoying the company
of their customers, most of whom are regulars.  
A very welcome addition . See you there! Ross Hunter

Out & About

Rock’n’Roll will never die
If you think that rockabilly, the original
country / hillbilly version of rock’n’roll
is dead outside of the southern states
of the US, you may be in for a surprise.
Rockabilly for those of you don‘t know (I
didn’t) is 1950s style rock’n’roll that takes
a lot of its influences from country and
western, southern sources. So what’s
this got to do with mid-crisis Moscow
2010? It would be incorrect to say that
there is a rock’n’roll revival bursting out
around us, but with films like Stilyagi
which came out last year, the era is not
being forgotten about musically, and
there are at least around 500 rockers in
Moscow alone who actively follow the
original 1950’s rock’n’roll. According to
Richard Hume, the compere of the show
at the Doolin House Club on the Arbat I
attended in late January, of those [Russians] that follow the original rock’n’roll
music, as embodied by such stars as
Jerry Lee Lewis and Carl Perkins, there is
a higher percentage (as opposed to overall numbers) of rock’n’rollers in Moscow
who follow rockabilly than anywhere else
in the world. One of the reasons for this
fascination with 1950s music and youth
culture is its importance historically: The
rockabillies, Teddy Boys, rockers, etc., of
the 1950s represented the first real generation of youth culture rebels, with their
own music, their own style and their own
brand of social rebellion. All youth culture
movements after the 50s were simply a
progression from the original. Richard’s
motto is: Rock’n’roll will never die.
Two groups were billed at the Doolin
House concert: Al & the Hi-Jackers and the
Great Pretenders. The former were loud,
brash and a bit unpolished, which wasn’t
surprising because they are a brand new
group, but the sound was good anyway.
The Great Pretenders were brilliant, and
rightly so as they are, says Richard, “one of
the best rockabilly groups in Russia.” The

place was packed out, the music load,
winkle-pickers, grease-backed hair styles
(where am I?) and drape jackets, turn-up
jeans, leather jackets and thin sharp ties
abounded. A couple of expat rockers in
heavy disguise, their winter clothing completely covering their true natures, quickly transformed into well-dressed, if not
middle-aged or beyond, rockers. But this
was real, this was like being back in the
past of my eldest brother, or maybe like
being back in the future, you never can
tell, as the raw energy of this music and
the sheer exhilaration displayed on the
faces of the dancers was by my reckoning
something quite boutiquely unique.
Talking of dancing, how do you do it? It
looks easy, a kind of Tango in high speed
with back-breaking arabesques to much
stomping of feet and wild expressions.
But easy it isn’t. Richard Hume also runs
a rock’n’roll dance club, and he demonstrated to brave members of the audience a sample few routines between the
two groups’ performances. The semi-geriatric author of this piece tried his hand,
or rather feet, at this and got into a right
old mess within a few seconds; perhaps

(he would like to think) it was because
he was wearing those huge galoshertype plastic boots from Aushan, to keep
his feet from getting frostbite, as it was
rather cold outside. Richard mercifully
(for the author’s dancing partner) moved
the partners around at the end of every new dance step routine. Meanwhile
young old hands who pirouetted (in a
rockabilly style) around us made the author feel totally jealous. Those with more
self-confidence than him (almost everybody), or suitably inebriated, stuck it out
and were soon well on their way to being
converted to rockabilly by the time the
evening was over, which was, and actually in all honesty, great!
Richard runs regular free rock’n’roll
dance classes in Moscow, and comperes
rock’n’roll evenings. Contact him on:
tel. 454 0757 or via his web-site at www.
coopjive.co.uk John Harrison
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Wine & Dine Listings
NOTE:
**Indicates Passport Magazine Top 10

INDUS
”Elitny” modern Indian restaurant with
Chivas bar on the first floor.
15 Plotnikov Pereulok, (499) 252-7979
M. Smolenskaya

Restaurants 2009.

AMERICAN
**CORREA’S
Isaac Correa is a master of New
American comfort food at his several
Moscow locations. Luscious desserts.
Great for a business lunch or takeout.
Smoke-free.
7 Ulitsa Gasheka, 789-9654
M. Mayakovskaya
www.correas.ru
STARLITE DINER
Paul O’Brien’s 50s-style American
Starlite Diners not only have the best
traditional American breakfasts,
lunches, and dinners in town, they
draw a daily crowd for early morning
business and lunchtime business
meetings. Open 24 hours.
Four locations.
16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 650-0246
M. Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919
M. Oktyabrskaya
6 Prospekt Vernadskovo, 783-4037
M. Universitet
16/5 Bolotnaya Ploshchad, 951-5838
M. Polyanka
www.starlite.ru
AMERICAN BAR & GRILL
Listed here for its status as a Moscow
veteran, the American Bar & Grill still
does good hamburgers, steaks, bacon
& eggs and more. Open 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul,
250-9525
M. Mayakovskaya
ambar.rosinter.com
BEAVERS
Way down south (across from John
Ortega’s Fashion Mart), American
proprietor and drinks importer Robert
Greco serves some family recipes from
back home. Pizza, wings, salads, steaks
and other favorites.
171 Ulitsa Lyublinskaya, 783-9184
M. Marino
www.beavers.ru
HARD ROCK CAFÉ
The Moscow HRC has a great location
on the Old Arbat overlooking the busy
pedestrian mall. The usual HRC menu
and rock paraphernalia.
44 Stary Arbat, 205-8335
M. Smolenskaya
www.hardrock.com

ASIAN
**TURANDOT
Fabulous Asian food in a palatial
and exquisite setting – the owners
reportedly spent a mid-eight figure
amount on the fitout including a two
million dollar dim-sum kitchen. Try
the Wasabi shrimp.
26/5 Tverskoi Bulvar, 739-0011
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskya
www.turandotpalace.ru
BLUE ELEPHANT
Thai cuisine with impeccable service in
an elegant royal setting. Try the Royal
Thai Platter.
31 Novinsky Bulvar, 580-7757
M. Barrikadnaya
www.blueelephant.com
BUDDIES CAFE
No frills but very expat friendly
– Szechuan, Thai, or Vietnamese from
Singaporean Kelvin Pang. Sports bar.
12/8 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 694-0229
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskya
DARBAR
Hidden away in the Soviet relic Sputnik
Hotel, veteran expats say it’s the
city’s best Indian. In addition to the
usual north Indian fare, Darbar has an
extensive south Indian menu.
38 Leninsky Prospekt, 930-2365
M. Leninsky Prospekt
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COFFEE AND PASTRIES
COFFEE BEAN
Jerry Ruditser opened the first coffee
shops in Moscow, and still serves
the best coffee. Smoke-free. Several
locations.
56 Leningradsky Prospekt, 742-3755
www.coffeebean.ru
COFFEE MANIA
The Coffee Mania next to the Moscow
Conservatory is a popular daytime
informal business venue. Open 24
hours. Several locations.
13 Ulitsa Bolshaya Nikitskaya, 775-5188,
775-4310
M. Arbatskaya, Biblioteka im. Lenina
www.coffeemania.ru
STARBUCKS
Starbucks arrived in late 2007 and
already has too many shops (16) to list.
starbuckscoffee.ru
VOLKONSKY PEKARNYAKONDITERSKAYA
The coffee service at this bakery takes
second place to its fabulous Frenchstyle baked goods. Smoke-free.
2/46 Bolshoi Sadovaya
M. Mayakovskaya

EUROPEAN
**CARRE BLANC
Moscow’s top French restaurant. Try the
bistro and weekend brunch.
9/2 Ul. Seleznevskaya, 258-4403
M. Novoslobodskaya
www.carreblanc.ru
*NEW* BLACKBERRY
Elegant but comfortable with an
eclectic international menu – Asian,
Russian, Italian, sushi and other
cuisines.
10 Academic Sakharov Prospekt
926-1640, 926-1645
M. Chistiye Prudy
*NEW* BOLSHOI
The latest high-end Novikov restaurant.
Modern in a Ralph Lauren kind of way,
with a continental-Russian menu.
3/6 Ulitsa Petrovka, 789-8652
M. Kuznetsky Most
eng.novikovgroup.ru/restaurants/
CAFE DES ARTISTES
Restaurant and bar offers fine European
cuisine in a relaxed atmosphere, often
with recent artwork on the walls of the
upstairs room.
5/6 Kamergersky Pereulok, 692-4042
M. Teatralnaya
www.artistico.ru
CITY SPACE
Panoramic cocktail bar. A breathtaking
view and loads of delicious cocktails.
Located on the 34th floor of Swissôtel
Krasnye Holmy Moscow
M. Paveletskaya
52 bld.6, Kosmodamianskaya nab.,
Moscow 115054
+7 (495) 221-5357
ELSE CLUB
A small jewel next to the Pokrovsky Hills
development and the Anglo-American
School which complements the
neighboring extravagant health spa.
5 Ivankovskoye Shosse, 234-4444
www.elseclub.ru
GALEREYA
Trendy, lavish and expensive. The place
to see and be seen.
27 Ulitsa Petrovka, 937-4544
M. Pushkinskaya
eng.novikovgroup.ru/restaurants/
GRAND ALEXANDER
Named after poet Alexander Pushkin,
this opulent restaurant at the Marriott
Grand Hotel is one of Moscow’s top
French-European restaurants.
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26 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 937-0000
M. Tverskaya
JEROBOAM
Ritz-Carlton’s Jeroboam, under the
stewardship of celebrity German chef
Heinz Winkler, offers “la Cuisine Vitale”
in the new building that replaced
the eyesore that was the Soviet-era
Intourist Hotel.
3 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 225-8888
M. Okhotny Ryad
KAI RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
Contemporary French cuisine with
an Asian touch at Swissotel Krasnye
Holmy.
52/6 Kosmodamianskaya Nab, 221-5358
M. Paveletskaya
SCANDINAVIA
The summer café is one of Moscow’s
main after work meeting venues.
Excellent Scandinavian and
continental menu.
19 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 937-5630
M. Pushkinskaya
www.scandinavia.ru
SKY LOUNGE
Dining on the roof of the Russian
Academy of Sciences offers guests
unparalleled views of the city.
32a Leninsky Prospekt, 915-1042,
938-5775
M. Leninsky Prospekt
www.skylounge.ru
VANIL
Hip French and Japanese near the
Cathedral of Christ the Savior.
1 Ulitsa Ostozhenka, 202-3341
M. Kropotkinskaya
eng.novikovgroup.ru/restaurants/
VOGUE CAFE
Elegant, trendy partnership with Vogue
magazine.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 623-1701
M. Kuznetsky Most
http://eng.novikovgroup.ru/
restaurants/

FUSION
BON
Masterpieces of design art from
Philippe Stark and filigree culinary skill
from Arcadyi Novikov.
Yakimanskaya nab. 4 , (495) 737 8008/09
M. Polyanka
bonmoscow.ru
**NE DALNY VOSTOK
Passport’s 2009 number one Moscow
restaurant. Chef Glen Ballis turns out
fabulous crab specialties, Asian, grill
and salads. Come by when they bring in
a big tuna. “Classny.”
15 Tverskoy Bulvar
694-0641, 694-0154
M. Tverskaya
http://eng.novikovgroup.ru/
restaurants/
**GQ BAR
A warm, active hang-out for the elite
just up from the Kempinski Baltschug
Hotel. Partnership with GQ magazine.
5 Ulitsa Baltschug, 956-7775
M. Novokuznetskaya
eng.novikovgroup.ru/restaurants/
SOHO ROOMS
Chef Laura Bridge mixes it up at
this trendy restaurant-club along
the embankment near Novodivichy
Monastery.
12 Savinnskaya Nab., 988-7474
M. Sportivnaya
www.sohorooms.com

HEALTHY
JAGGANATH CAFÉ
A simple but excellent vegetarian
buffet with an eclectic mix of Asian and
other dishes.
11 Kuznetsky Most, 628-3580
M. Kuznetsky Most
www.jagannath.ru

LE PAIN QUOTIDIEN
Simple and healthy food and bakery
at the Moscow extension of an
international chain. Delivery. Multiple
locations.
5/6 Kamergerski Pereulok, 649-7050
www.lpq.ru

LATIN AMERICAN
**NAVARRO’S BAR & GRILL
El Salvador born chef-owner Yuri
Navarro excels at everything
from tapas to eclectic PeruvianMediterranean fusion, seafood to
grilled meat. One of Moscow’s few
chef-owned restaurants.
23 Shmitovsky Proezd, 259-3791
M. Mezhdunarodnaya
www.navarros.ru
OLD HAVANA
An amazing place, with a stunning
Brazilian tableside show nightly from
Thursday to Saturday. The food is good,
but the highlight is the unbelievable
three-hour extravaganza with about
two dozen dancers and capoiera
performers.
28 Ulitsa Talalikhina, 723-1656
M. Proletarskaya
www.old-havana.ru

ITALIAN
**SEMIFREDDO MULINNAZO
Sicilian chef Nino Graziano dishes up
the best of Sicily and the Mediterranean
with the help of his personal grill out
front. Huge Italian wine list.
2 Rossolimo Ulitsa, (499) 766-4646
M. Park Kultury
www.semifreddo-restaurant.com
**MARIO
Delightful elegance and style with the
best-quality Italian dishes.
Open noon-last guest.
17 Ulitsa Klimashkina, 253-6505
M. Barrikadnaya
MAMMA GIOVANNA
The menu is also minimalistic but has
interesting entries in every category,
including pizzas. The wine list is almost
entirely Italian with a selection limited
to two pages. A definitely a worthwhile in-city romantic venue.
M. Novokuznetskaya
Kadashevskaya Naberezhnaya, 26
+7(495) 287-8710
www.mamma-giovanna.ru
CASTA DIVA
Great Italian and pizza to die for with
award-winning Italian pizza chef. Try
the Black Truffle Pizza.
26 Tverskoi Bulvar, 651-8181
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya
www.castadiva.ru
CIPOLLINO
Coffee- and cream-colored stylish
Italian cafe a stone’s throw from the
Cathedral of Christ the Savior.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, 695-2936,
695-2950
M. Kropotkinskaya
www.cipollino.ru

JAPANESE
KINKI
Authentic Japanese kitchen with
amazing seafood delicacies like
Tasmanian salmon, Madagascar shrimp
and others. The range of Japanese
drinks is extremely wide. You can taste
true Japanese sake – rice-based hot
drink – which is served in a special
Japanese way.
11, Osennyaya Str., (495) 781-1697
M. Krylatskoye
www.kinkigrill.ru
**NOBU
The Moscow branch of the legendary
Nobu is now open on Bolshaya
Dmitrovka. Nobu moves directly to
Passport’s Moscow Top 10 list.

Wine & Dine Listings
20 Bolshaya Dimitrovka, 645-3191
M. Okhotny Ryad
www.noburestaurants.ru
ICHIBAN BOSHI
High-quality, affordable Japanese with
cool ambience. Several locations.
22 Krasnaya Presnya Ulitsa,
(499) 255-0909
M. Krasnopresnenskaya
50 Ulitsa Bolshaya Yakimanka
M. Polyanka
www.ichiban.ru
SUMOSAN
Located in the Radisson SAS hotel, we
have heard from many that Sumosan
has Moscow’s freshest and best sushi
but this naturally comes at a cost.
2 Ploshchad Evropy, 941-8020
M. Kievskaya
MISATO
Japanese cuisine, great choice of
alcoholic drinks, Japanese and nonJapanese.
47, Myasnitskaya st., 725-0333
TSVETENIYE SAKURY
Completely new restaurant concept
in Moscow based on a combination of
traditional and contemporary Japanese
cuisine. Ancient recipes are joined by
recent innovations.
7 Ulitsa Krasina, 506-0033
M. Mayakovskaya
SEIJI
One of the few Moscow sushi
restaurants that actually has a Japanese
chef, even a celebrity chef – Seiji
Kusano, who also set up the O2 Lounge
at the Ritz-Carlton.
5/2 Komsomolsky Prospekt, 246-7624
M. Park Kultury

CAUCASUS
ARARAT
A little corner of Armenia right in the
center of Moscow at the Ararat Park
Hyatt. Cozy atmosphere and spicy
Armenian fare. All ingredients delivered
straight from Armenia including fine
Armenian brandies.
4 Neglinnaya Ulitsa, 783-1234
M. Teatralnaya, Kuznetsky Most
BAGRATIONI
Great Georgian food and
entertainment in a stylish mansion
near Novodevichy Monastery and the
Korean Embassy.
1/7 Spartakovskaya Ploshchad,
267-6881, 266-0531
M. Baumanskaya
BARASHKA
Our Azerbaijanian friends swear it’s the
best Azeri restaurant in town.
20/1 Petrovka Ulitsa, 200-4714
M. Kuznetsky Most
21/1 Novy Arbat
M. Arbatskaya
http://eng.novikovgroup.ru/
restaurants/

BELOYE SOLNTSE PUSTYNI
Named after White Desert Sun, one of
the USSR’s favorite films. An eclectic
Central Asian menu that includes
Azerbaijan and Uzbek cuisine.
29 Ul. Neglinnaya, 625-2596, 200-6836
M. Kuznetsky Most, Teatralnaya
http://eng.novikovgroup.ru/restaurants/

YOLKI-PALKI
A Russian chain that serves a great
selection of typical Russian specialties
at modest prices. Many locations.
23 Bolshaya Dmitrovka, 200-0965
M. Okhotny Ryad, Teatralnaya
http://eng.novikovgroup.ru/
restaurants/

RUSSIAN

SEAFOOD

**CAFE PUSHKIN
A Moscow classic serving upmarket
Russian cuisine in a lavish, 19th century
setting. Bustling, ground-floor dining
hall and a more sophisticated (and
pricier) experience upstairs. Reservation
essential.
26a Tverskoi Bulvar, 739-0033
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
GODUNOV
For real lovers of all things Russian,
including traditional Russian dancing,
rivers of vodka and plates stacked with
food in the Tsar’s chambers from the
time of Boris Godunov.
5 Teatralnaya Ploshchad, 698-5609
M. Teatralnaya
*NEW* GUSYATNIKOFF
The latest VIP Russian restaurant in an
18th century estate.
2A Ulitsa Aleksandra Solzhenitsyna
M. Taganskaya
http://eng.novikovgroup.ru/
restaurants/
NA MELNITSE
Homemade cuisine – kvas, mors,
vodka, pickles. Russian style with
plenty of wood. The food is far from
cheap, but the portions are enormous:
it’s like being fed by an overzealous
babushka.
7 Tverskoi Bulvar, 290-3737
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
24 Sadovo-Spasskaya Ulitsa, 625-8890,
625-8753
M. Krasniye Vorota
www.namelnitse.ru
OBLOMOV
Authentic Russian cuisine in a restored
19th century mansion.
5 Monetchikovskyi Pereulok, 953-6828
M. Dobryninskaya
ONE RED SQUARE
The menu features lavish, centuriesold recipes in the State Historical
Museum on Red Square. Expect
cream-laden meat dishes with fruitbased sauces and live folk music.
1 Krasnaya Ploshchad, 625-3600,
692-1196
M. Okhotny Ryad, Teatralnaya
www.redsquare.ru
TSDL
The Central House of Writers’ opulent
Russian-French restaurant is located
in the building with the same name.
A memorable, top-notch meal in
luxurious surroundings.
50 Povarskaya Ul, 290-1589
M. Barrikadnaya

FILIMONOVA & YANKEL
You will find an outlet near many of the
Goodman steak houses. Very fresh fish
and a straightforward menu. Several
locations.
23 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 223-0707
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya
www.fishhouse.ru
LA MAREE
La Maree is Moscow’s number
one seafood restaurant, built by
Tunisian Mehdi Douss, owner of
Moscow’s leading fresh seafood
importer.
28/2 Ulitsa Petrovka, 694-0930
www.la-maree.ru

STEAKS
**BEEF BAR
The latest branch of the Monte Carlo
hotspot serves top cuts of the finest
imported beef: American, Australian,
Dutch and French. Overlooks the river
across from the Central House of Artists.
13 Prechistinskaya Nab., 982-5553
M. Park Kultury
www.beefbar.com
EL GAUCHO
True Argentine menu. THE place for
charcoal-grilled meats and fish.
4 Ul. Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya, 699-7974
M. Mayakovskaya
6/13 Ul. Zatsepsky Val, 953-2876
M. Paveletskaya
3 Bolshoi Kozlovsky Pereulok, 623-1098
M. Krasniye Vorota
www.elgaucho.ru
GOODMAN
Moscow’s premium steak house
chain. Crisis menu added. Numerous
locations.
23 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 775-9888
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya
www.goodman.ru
POLO CLUB
Dining at its finest at the Marriott
Aurora. Features American prime beef
and steaks.
Ulitsa Petrovka 11/20, 937-1024
M. Kuznetsky Most
TORRO GRILL
The focus is on the best mid-priced
meat in Moscow. Wine Bar. Several
locations.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 775-4503
M. Universitet
www.torrogrill.ru

BARS AND CLUBS
ALL TIME BAR
The bar is decorated like New-York
in Sex and The City series. You’ll find
probably the best Dry Martini here
and Manhattan cocktail. This bar is
a creation of Dmitry Sokolov who
is considered the best bartender of
Moscow. Welcome to the real cocktail
paradise!
7/5 Bolshaya Dmitrovka, 629-0811
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya
BOOZE PUB
English-style pub with real British beer
and original cocktails. Daily from 5 a.m.
to noon: English breakfast for only 100
rubles.
Weekdays from 12:00 to 17:00.
Business lunch from 140 rubles and
35% menu discount. Sport matches on
the big screen.
5 Potapovsky Pereulok, Bldg. 2,
621-4717
M. Chistiye Prudy
www.boozebub.ru
KARMA BAR
One of the most popular night clubs
in town. Eastern-inspired interior,
hookahs, and pan-Asian cuisine. Latin
American dancing, Thursday-Saturday,
21:00-midnight. Every Saturday, the
amazing Show Girls night. Every
Sunday 12:00- 6:00 – R&B and hip-hop
party night.
3 Pushechnaya Ulitsa, 624-5633
M. Kuznetsky Most
www.karma-bar.ru
KRYSHA MIRA
The club has a reputation of being a
very closed place. Rich clubbers and
beauties will do anything just to get in,
so every Friday and Saturday they stand
in line all night long asking face control
to let them in.
Face control
Open 23:00-06:00
2/3 Tarasa Shevchenko Naberezhnaya,
203-6008, 203-6556
M. Kievskaya
B2 CLUB
4 bars, sushi bar, concert hall for 800
people. Resonable prices.
Open daily noon-06:00
8 Bolshaya Sadovaya Ul., 650-9918
M. Marksistskaya, Tretyakovslaya
NIGHT FLIGHT
If you don’t know about Night Flight
– ask somebody.
Open 18:00-05:00
17 Tverskaya Ulitsa, 629-4165
www.nightflight.ru
M. Mayakovskaya
PAPA’S
Master night spot host Doug Steele is
back, at Papa’s tucked in the basement
below Johnny the Fat Boy Pizzeria, Papa
features live music and lots of sweaty
young bodies.
2 Myasnitskaya Ulitsa, 755-9554
M. Kitai-Gorod

NOTE: For restaurants with multiple locations the most popular location is given – see the website for others. All phone numbers have city code 495 unless otherwise indicated. Reservations
suggested for most restaurants.
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How to Make Expatriate
+ Relocation = Success
By Sherman Pereira, Crown
Relocations, Regional Director
– Central and Eastern Europe
A company based in the United States
is opening a new branch in Russia and the
time has come to staff the new location.
This, of course, lands on the desk of the
Director of Human Resources who now,
among all his or her other tasks, has to find
a way to relocate an employee and his family in a smooth enough way to ensure a continued level of high productivity.
But relocating to a new city can be one
of the most stressful events a person will
encounter in their lifetime. In fact, the Employee Relocation Council (ERC) ranks moving as third in life’s most stressful events,
behind the death of a loved one and a divorce.
People being transferred by their company will find themselves feeling extremely
vulnerable and in desperate need of support. Providing that support for the expat
is key for any company, and utilizing all of
the tools available, from inter-cultural training to orientation programs, can make the
difference between a successful relocation
and an unhappy worker.
There’s nothing more expensive (for a
company) than a failed expatriate relocation. If the expat’s family is not happy and
they want to go back home, the company is
left having to find another employee to fill
that position. It is vital important for corporations to have a relocated employee who
is productive from the first day and is comfortable in his new environment.
In order to make an expat relocation successful, there are several steps that a business, the relocation company and the employee themselves need to take.
The first of these steps is a pre-visit by
the employee to his or her new home for
an initial feeling out process where the relocation company can begin a settling-in
program.
Social and cultural aspects of the city are
also helpful in this process, including housing, shopping and landmarks within the
area. For Moscow, this would include general prices and locations of homes, what food
markets are in the city, which medical facilities are recommended, schooling options
and social activities for singles and families.
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Other basic, but important, information
provided at this initial visit can help make
a future resident feel more at ease. With
finances varying from country to country,
learning the unit of currency, like the roubles in Russia, can help the expat adjust immediately. Also, a cost of living index with
comparison process for groceries, transportation, accommodation, family life, entertainment and health helps provide the
relocating family with a frame of reference
for costs ranging from eggs and milk to car
purchases and taxi fees to a movie ticket
and a round of golf.
There are a number of key factors a company should consider before recruiting expatriates to ensure the success of the employment:

Work Permit
Immigration Policies undergo continuous changes. Start the visa and immigration
procedure early – before the new employee
arrives, and utilize professional help to ensure a smooth processing of documents.

House Rental
Housing is one of the largest cost factors
in expatriate employment. Budget housing and schooling allowances according
to market rates using rental screens. Utilize
the market knowledge of a Relocation Services providers for home searches.

Cross-Cultural Training
Provide all expatriate employees and
their spouses/partners and children with
the critical information necessary to thrive,
not just survive, in their new location. The
skills needed to complete these tasks successfully are not innate. Cross-cultural training can provide the missing competencies
and knowledge to fill the gap. One of the
attractions of working overseas is being
continually challenged by different experiences. Some of these will be good and
some will be less than memorable. However, by preparing for all of the new occurrences that will undoubtedly unfold, an
expat can lessen the surprise and minimize
the unavoidable cultural shock.
When all is said and done, these tips and
lessons lead to three important outcomes
– an easier transition for the HR Manager, a
more cost-effective way to relocate staff for
a company, and most importantly, a successful employee. P

How to:

We’ve all been there, having to
make a toast in front of a dozen
Russians who’re making long
impressive speeches of goodwill. Have a few well wishes up
your sleeve.
The basics:
С днём рождения!
Happy birthday!
Поздравляю! Congratulations!
Я тебе желаю…
I wish you…(+ genitive case)
Я тебе желаю:
Всего хорошего!
All good things!
Огромного счастья!
The greatest happiness!
Всего самого наилучшего!
All the very best!
Любви! Счастья! Здоровья!
Love! Happiness! Health!
Чтоб все твои мечты сбылись!
That all your dreams come true!
If you have a good memory:
Now this may sound cheesy in
English, but the Russians appreciate it:
Пожелаю и успехов, и удачи,
радости, здоровья, красоты;
И любви – до неба, не иначе;
чтоб сбылись прекрасные
мечты!
I wish you success and luck, joy,
health and beauty;
And love – the sky’s the limit no
less; so that wonderful dreams
come true!
More materialistic wishes:
Много подарков!
Lots of presents!
Вкусного торта!
A delicious cake!
Весёлого года! A joyful year!
If in doubt as to what they’d
want:
Всего, что ты сам себе
желаешь! Everything you would
want for yourself!
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Back To the Future
by Andrei Sado, Director, Elite Residential
Rental, Penny Lane Realty
Sometimes in order to see or predict the future we don’t
have to invent a time-machine or go to a fortune-teller. Ironically all we have to do is look back in the past. History repeats
itself! And you don’t have to read Confucius to realize that.
The events, which took place 2008-2009 are no different from
those in 1998-1999. The time was different, the reasons were
different, the technology way too old, and politics were of a
different tone. But the causes and effects are always very similar.
We are in the first year after the crisis and trying to predict
what the future will hold for us. Well, let’s first of all see what
really happened and what were the effects of crisis.
2009 was unusual for the residential market in terms of
demand and supply figures. For the first time in many years
a landlords’ market became a tenants’ market, due to a demand/supply imbalance that was caused primarily by the
global financial crisis. At the beginning of the year we saw a
large number of new apartments being offered on the rental
market. Some of the properties were of high-quality and were
in great demand, but the majority were presented with a serious quality-price imbalance.
The reasons that a greater than expected number of properties came onto the market were many. Firstly the financial
crisis, which manifested itself in lower activity on apartments
sales, and forced owners to try their luck on the rental market,
hoping to receive some type of financial return during the cri-

sis. Another important reason was companies’ new policies of
cutting the number of foreign staff working in Moscow and
delaying the arrival of new expats to the capital’s offices. The
main reason was of course lack of financing for new projects
and ones already operating in Russia. The reduction of staff
in turn contributed to the vacation of quite a few apartments
in a matter of a few months. A further reason was that many
Russian professionals lost their jobs due to staff reductions
or bankruptcy. Some of them owned good centrally-located
apartments which they had to offer for rent to earn additional
income.
All these factors led to a rise in the vacancy level in Moscow.
This situation influenced rental rates which have fallen 3050%. Moreover, during negotiations some landlords would
agree to tenants’ additional demands as well as significant
extra rental reductions.
Beginning in June of 2009, the situation started to reverse.
A decrease in the number of buyers led to an increase in the
volume of tenants. Last year the number of applicants looking for apartments to rent exceeded those in 2008.
However only 25 % of the properties offered on the market were apartments of the appropriate quality-price ratio. It
took on average 14 days for those apartments to be rented
out. Landlords were not willing anymore to compromise
when negotiating and the prices for such apartments started
to steadily grow. In the second half of 2009, rental prices for
those offered rose by 5-7%. At Penny Lane Realty this trend is
expected to continue into 2010 with a quarterly rise of 3-5%.
Currently all apartments for rent can be classified into
5 types:
affordable housing (priced below $1000 per month)
economy class housing (priced between $1001-2500 per month)
business class housing (priced between $2501-5000 per month)
elite class housing (priced between $5001-12000 per month)
deluxe class housing (priced between $12001-50000 per month)
Additionally, there are two more types of housing referring
to houses rather than apartments:
- Detached house located in a deluxe cottage community
(priced from $7000 per month)
- Townhouse located in a deluxe cottage community (priced
from $7000 to $20000 per month)
Each of these types can be divided into 2-, 3-, 4-room housing except economy class segment where one can rent a
good 1-room or studio apartment. P

Average rental price per month, US Dollars
Segment/number of rooms
1
2
3
Economy class
1000-1200
1300-1500
1700-2500
Business class
2000-2500
2500-4000
3500-5000
Elite class
n/a
5000-6000
6000-10000
Deluxe class (Prime offers)
n/a
7000 to 15000 12000 to 50000
Deluxe house in a cottage community
n/a
n/a
5000 to 10000
Townhouse
n/a
n/a
From 8000
*Information in the table represents average prices in residential lettings market.

4
n/a
5000-7000
7000-15000
15000 to 50000
8000 to 15000
From 10000
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5 and more
n/a
n/a
8000-14000
15000 to 50000
10000 to 25000
From 12000
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Lived, Lives,

Will Live
Fred Flintstone

Babushka called from the Flintstone’s old apartment. She
was with a handyman to take off the steel door, the final step
to abandoning Fred’s residence of ten years. The building is
to be torn down as part of the city’s slow but steady replacement of 50s era Khruschovki, the five-story, panel construction apartment buildings that were built to accommodate a
growing post-war population. Wilma inherited the apartment
from her grandfather, and it was renovated when Fred Jr was
born. “We’re too late. Someone pried the door open. It’s ruined and the apartment is trashed,” Babushka reported.
Fred, Wilma and Fred Jr had moved to the replacement just
after Christmas, located on an upper floor of a new building
overlooking the river. The city provides a moving truck and
movers. Fred was wary and decided that the family would
move small goods themselves and leave the furniture to the
husky folks. Fred was surprised how quickly and efficiently
the movers worked. The apartment was empty in less than an
hour and furnishings moved into the new place within another hour. He was amazed to see one worker carrying the washing machine draped over his back and another with the big
old TV down six flights of stairs and through the snow to the
truck. They worked without pads or carts, but Fred found no
damage when he got into his new home for the first night.
Every day during the following week the family shuttled
goods over in the snow and -20C temperatures until a few
days before the end of the holiday. One morning, back in
the old flat, Fred and Fred Jr saw that wooden doors of three
apartments below had been kicked in; the steel doors had
already been removed. Two days later, three men with clipboards stopped Fred and Fred Jr. “Which is your apartment;
are you still living there; do you have anything there?” they
asked. “If so, get it out by the 9th or 10th at latest.” Fred had
seen other buildings nearby that were already abandoned,
windows broken and visible fire damage to a couple of apartments. Fred heard that crews come in late at night to strip and
salvage and even break through walls to get in.
Father and son took three more trips, the last on the 9th. They
peered out of all the windows. Fred Jr wept; this had been his
only home so far; he suggested they write something on the
wall, “He lived, he lives, he will live,” Lenin’s memorial slogan.
The Flintstones had abandoned furniture, clothes, books, fixtures accumulated but no longer needed, a sure treasure trove
for the night hawks. But Babushka wanted the door.
This was the end of a story that began years ago; the Flintstones knew their building was on the list when they moved
in, but they weren’t about to hold their collective breath waiting. Then on Sunday two years ago the small wood around
the building was cut down, replaced by a road construction
site complete with a Central Asian worker village under their
window. The Flintstones realized that the day was drawing
closer, but it was just last summer when notices began to appear glued to the building entry door.
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The family watched the construction of new buildings nearby, which they heard that might be their destination. Then
rumor had it that the nearest, a panel building, would be
theirs. Wilma dubbed it the “Big Toilet” when she saw it, the
sides decorated with white plaster and light blue tiles. Finally,
a notice was pasted to the entrance with a date and time to
show up at the local administration office to sign a contract.
Though Wilma was given little choice about location, fate rewarded the Flintstones with a sturdy, concrete building directly on the river. Fred was happy that the building was nearby, not far out in a remote suburb, and with an unobstructed
180-degree view of the river. He is itching to tell the story of
the months that followed the day they first hiked up ten floors
for a first look at their new home. P
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Dare to ask Dare
been having, I wouldn’t mind in the least
staying inside your flat all the time.
My only fear is that I know I’d make you
run out for fags and then you’d meet
someone else before you got back!
xxoo, DD

Dear DD:
How come there are no decent Mexican
restaurants in Moscow?

Photo by Maria Savelieva

Expats and Russians
alike ask celebrity
columnist Deidre Dare
questions about life
in Moscow

Dear Misses Guacamole,
Because there are no Mexicans in
Moscow is the rather obvious answer.
The bigger question is: why are there
no decent restaurants at all in Moscow?
Thank God you didn’t ask me that one.
My advice? Buy a cook book and some
avocados.
xxoo, DD

Dear DD:
I am an Aussie guy and I am having a
difficult time finding a relationship here
in Moscow. I just can’t seem to meet
anyone. Any words of advice?
Dear Lonely Aussie:
Are you fat? Ugly? Covered in pox? Do
you just have a bad personality? Or are
you a raving alcoholic?
Wait! I forgot. We’re in Moscow, so
none of that should be a hindrance to
you at all! Now that I think about it, I
know many fat, ugly, pox-marked alcoholic expats with bad personalities here
who date some of the most beautiful,
intelligent women on the planet.
My guess is that you have a condition
called agoraphobia (a fear of public places) and remain shut up in your flat 24/7.
My advice is simple: conquer your fear
and go outside and buy a pack of fags or
something. Between the desperate single expat women who live and work here
and the desperate single Russian women
who’d rather not, you’ll find a nice girl
before you receive your change.
If all else fails, I’ll date you. Experience
has taught me that Antipodeans are
some of best-hung men around. And
what with the miserable weather we’ve

Dear DD:
How come Gypsy cabs are so dirty in the
winter? Whenever I get out of one, I’m
covered in grime these days.
Dear Dirty One:
You’re kidding, right?
First of all, I haven’t noticed any clean
Gypsy cabs in summer. I have a lovely
white linen coat I used to wear during the
warmer months when I lived in Sydney.
I wore it exactly once here - during the
month of May. Between the time I got a
cab on Novinksy and the time I arrived at
Pushkin Cafe, it was black in most places.
Second of all, haven’t you noticed the
dirty snow and ice on the ground? I suppose that would compound the general
problem. Wouldn’t you?
Third of all, as far as I can tell, there is
no plethora of drive-through car washes in Moscow as there is in other places.
Notably Los Angeles. I never saw more
places to clean one’s car than during my
brief stint there. I’ve decided you must
hail from LA or else you wouldn’t ask
such an absurd question.
I advise you never to wear white and
to open up a car wash on Tverskaya.
You’ll make a fortune. Or not.

Either way: stop whinging. You’re not
in California anymore. Deal with it.
xxoo, DD

Dear DD:
I am a British guy. All the expat girls I
know can’t get dates in Moscow though
I see lots of Russian girls and so have
lots of dates. I’m wondering: what’s your
secret? Every Western woman I know is
so jealous of you!
Dear Befriender of the Unpopular:
You must know some real loser-types.
Of which there are many here, so I don’t
blame you for that.
Every expat girl I know gets a lot of action. Thin, shapely, chic Western women get the expat men who are sick and
tired of Russian girls. This happens to
Western guys, pretty much without fail,
after about a year and a half in Moscow.
Unless, of course, they’ve gone and married a Russkie gal by that point. If they’ve
done that, then it takes some years for
some of them to come back to us.
Tell your friends to go to the gym, lose
five kilos and put some make-up on.
You could also tell them to wait for you.
I reckon (from the sound of your letter)
you’ve got another six months left before these losers start to look very appealing to you.
xxoo, DD

Dear DD:
I am a Russian girl married to an Italian.
Here’s my question: have you slept with
my husband?
Dear Paranoid:
As you remain anonymous, it’s impossible for me to answer you for certain.
Still, knowing myself as well as I do, I
have to say: probably.
xxoo, DD

Do you have a question for Deidre
Dare? If so, please email her at
Deidre_clark@hotmail.com.
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Book Review

Imperial Sunset
by Ian Mitchell

Catherine the Great once said that it
was more important that Russia be large
than that its people be happy. As far as
she was concerned, size mattered.
During the long reign, from 1762 to
1798, of this highly-sexed German administrative genius, the Russian Empire
arguably reached its point of greatest
imperial lustre. It was certainly more secure then than at any other time. One
of the most surprising thoughts provoked by the two excellent books under review is that Russia was in fact at
its peak in the late eighteenth century
and that after 1825, when Alexander I’s
death provoked the Decembrist revolt,
the story was of a long, slow decline in
relative power, first signalled by defeat
in the Crimean War in 1856.
Though the trend was uneven, and
seemed to be reversed under Stalin, the
long view is clear. Russia today has a GNP
that is half the size of Britain’s, and one
eleventh of that of the United States. It
suffers from political apathy, technological backwardness and a cultural inferiority complex. Yet the country is still approximately the same size as it was when
Catherine ruled. What has changed? The
short answer is: the rest of the world.
Dominic Lieven is the scion of one of
Russia’s great aristocratic families, which
included Princess Dorothea Lieven, who
was Russian Ambassador to the Court of
St James in the early nineteenth century.
Though he is Professor of Russian History at the London School of Economics, his book looks far beyond Russia,
comparing the strengths and the weaknesses of the British, the Ottoman and
the Habsburg empires in order to throw
light on the nature of the Russian one.
Professor Lieven writes: ‘In 1462 the
grand prince of Moscow ruled over
24,000 square kilometres. In 1914,
Nicholas II ruled over 13.5 million. The
Tsarist state was one of the most effective mechanisms for territorial expansion ever known.’ But by 1914 it was
doomed, for a whole host of reasons.
Two stand out: autocratic government
and a changing attitude to foreigners.
Autocracy had initially been helpful
by ensuring that Russia could mobilise
all its considerable resources in times
of crisis in a way which less monolithic
political structures could not—Poland
being the classic example. But the price
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was rigidity and an inability to adapt to
a changing world.
That did not matter so much when
the world evolved slowly. But the industrial revolution changed everything, and
Russia started to lag behind. No longer
could a series of intelligent and energetic
rulers, including Ivan III, Ivan the Terrible,
Alexis, Peter I and Catherine the Great,
compensate for organisational rigidity.
By the time Nicholas I ascended to
the imperial throne, in 1825, administrative stasis became the goal. The country
slowly turned into a gigantic barracks,
as the Marquis de Custine showed in his
famous book, written in 1839, which was
reviewed in this column last November.
With stasis came xenophobia. Nicholas
substituted Russian for French as the language of the court. Slowly but inexorably,
the official attitude to foreigners, especially ones who wanted to change things,
became more and more restrictive.
It is important to remember how large a
contribution non-Russians had played to
the build-up of Russian power. From the
Tatar nobility of Kazan which was co-opted after Ivan the Terrible’s capture of the
city in 1552, through the Latinised Lithuanian and Ukrainian aristocracy of the
seventeenth century, and on to the Baltic
German gentry in the eighteenth, and a
host of other peoples who fell under the
sway of the rapidly expanding empire,
Russia was able to tap into the talent of a
vast range of cultures.
Tsar Alexis founded the foreigners’
suburb in Moscow in the 1650s. Peter the
Great grew up there and brought a vast
number of people from Holland, Germany and Sweden to help him modernise
the country, a tradition continued on an
even greater scale by Catherine.
But by the time of Alexander III, who
ruled from 1881 to 1894 when imperial
expansion had stopped, the variety that
had been the spice of imperial life started
to be replaced by national chauvinism.
This process reached the extremes of
both absurdity and vileness under Stalin
half a century later. It has not fully abated
today, as expats in Moscow well know.
By contrast, the United States grew
from tiny beginnings in Catherine the
Great’s day to become the world’s superpower, partly by welcoming immigrants.
Size was not all that mattered. Though
uniformity and obedience can be useful
for catch-up programmes, as in Stalin’s

Empire by Dominic Lieven, Pimlico £15.00

Russia’s Empires by Philip Longworth
John Murray £9.99
USSR and today’s China, heterogeneity
is necessary for a leading-edge economy
and an innovative society.
Russia’s problem today is that its leaders aspire to the latter while restricting
themselves to the approach of the former.
If history is any guide, this will not work.
These two books both suggest this
conclusion, though they come at the
problem from different angles. Lieven
makes
wide-ranging
comparisons
across the whole European continent,
while Professor Longworth focuses exclusively on Russia but re-tells in a meticulously detailed and often startlingly
original way the story of rise and decline, from pre-history to Putin. P

